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INTRODUCTION
Two of California's most interesting coastal wetlands usually
go unnoticed by the general public because there is no access from
main roads. They lie within the rolling hills of coastal Marin and
Sonoma counties and contain marine, freshwater and brackish water
habitats in a setting of upland, terrestrial habitats that make them
unique among coastal wetlands.
Unlike many other wetlands along the coast of California, the
Estero~ Americano and de San Antonio are relatively undisturbed and,
hence, retain much of their pristine resources values. Private
ownership of the lands immediately surrounding these areas has assured
restricted use. However, increasing pressures from encroaching coastal
'home subdivisions and increasing costs associated with coastal farming
are now forces which threaten these invaluable wetland areas. The value
and ecological importance of the natural resources of these esteros
take on even greater significance when it is recognized that more than
two-thirds of California1s original coastal wetlands already have been
reclaimed, degraded or otherwise destroyed.
One of a Coastal Wetland Series, this report is a synthesis of
information accumulated on wetland areas of which little was known
until the last two decades. It is hoped that the knowledge herein
will aid local and state agencies and governments in their efforts to
create sound plans for the preservation, management and wise use of
the natural resources of the esteros; and, at the same time, to per-
petuate the present uses of the surrounding agricultural lands which
also are becoming a threatened resources in northern coastal California.
This report, then, will: 1) document the natural resources of
the Esteros Americano and de San Antonio; 2) substantiate uses of
those resources; 3) discuss problems and conflicts of existing and
-1-
potential uses as they affect the resources; and 4) recommend measures
to protect, maintain and enhance these important wetland resources.
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SUMMARY
The Esteros Americano and de San Antonio are similar coastal
estuaries located on Bodega Bay, north of San Francisco. Their adja-
cent watersheds drain about 6,800 acres of rolling hills in northern
Marin and southern Sonoma counties, most of which is included in the
California Coastal Zone, as defined by the Coastal Act of 1976.
The esteros are unique in comparison to other coastal wetland
areas. Originally formed from "droy/ned river valleys", the esteros
have steeply sloping hillsides and the abrupt transition from up-
lands to open water results in a fjord-like quality that is not seen
in other California wetlands. Open waters of the Estero Americano
inundate about 300 acres and wetland habitats extend over an additional
400 acres. The smaller Estero de San Antonio includes about 90 acres
of open water and over 200 acres of wetland habitats. The esteros may
best be called "seasonal estuaries" due to the periodic formation of
sand bars which close their connection with the ocean. Mild, foggy
summer days, cooler nights and winter rainfall produce typical nor-
thern California coastal weather .
The esteros area was first inhabited by the Coast Miwok, emi-
grants from the Miwok of the Sierra Nevada foothills. Their existence
was dependent upon local hunting and fishing until trade was initiated
with neighboring Porno Indians. In the late 1700·s, the area was
dominated by the Spanish. Illegal poaching of the sea otter in Spanish
preserves in the early 1800·s led to short-lived Russian settlements
along the north coast. By the mid-1800·s, with the settlement of the
Bodega Bay area by U. S. citizens, agriculture began in the form of
potato farming, dairying, and livestock grazing. Use of the land
today is limited primarily to dairying and livestock grazing.
Fourteen local associations of plants and animals have been
identified as habitat types within the esteros· watersheds, reflecting
the large spectrum of environmental variables common to estuaries, and
-3-
the fact that the estuaries involved are in relatively healthy condition.
Major habitats include open water, seasonal brackish marsh, California
annual type grassland, coastal prairie, and coastal scrub.
Vegetation of the open water habitat consists primarily of micro-
and macroscopic algae and some highly adapted flowering plants, such as
eel grass. Seasonal brackish marshland appears similar to a typical
tidal marsh community in the winter and spring, when the mouths of the
esteros are not blocked. Pickleweed is the major vegetation of this
community.
The overwhelming majority of upland areas surrounding the esteros
supports "California annual type" grassland. The grasses dominating
this habitat type are introduced annuals from Europe. Where minimal
grazing has occurred, the original coastal prairie community exists,
dominated by perennial bunch grasses. Prime examples of coastal
prairie are found south of the mouth of Estero de San Antonio and on
steep slopes of the uplands, coastal scrub community is found. Special
habitats within the esteros, each small in area but important for
species diversity, include mudflats, vernal pools, intermittent
streams, coastal strand, and freshwater marshes, ponds and seeps.
The variety of environmental conditions present in the several
habitat types results in a high diversity of associated animal species.
The diverse habitats of the esteros each have distinctive wildlife
species associations, and provide food, water and resting area for
local and migrant birds, mammals, reptiles and amphibians. Seventy-
one species of water- and marsh-related birds and sixty-six species of
terrestrial birds have been observed in the esteros area. Monthly
observations indicate the importance of the esteros to migrating and
wintering birds as well as to year-round residents. Surveys of fish
species are equally impressive, identifying 31 marine and freshwater
species in the two esteros. Greatest species abundance and diversity
are located at each estero mouth.
The relatively substantial bird and fish populations are due in
part to the abundant marine invertebrates inhabiting the mudflats,
-4-
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eel grass beds, and channel bottom or "benthos" of the two esteros.
Surveys of invertebrate populations are far from complete, but seg-
mented marine worms, shrimp, crabs, clams, mussels and starfish have
been observed in great numbers. Importance of the open .water habitat
of the esteros is increased by their use as nursery grounds for fish
and large invertebrate species, such as the Dungeness crab .
The State of California, acting through the State Lands
Commission, is the owner of all tide and submerged lands in Estero
Americano and Estero de San Antonio. Watershed lands adjacent to the
esteros are privately owned thus limiting public access. Private land
owners are under pressure from surrounding urban developments to abandon
dairy farming which is becoming less and less profitable due to increas-
ing property taxes and depleted and expensive water supplies.
Non-appropriative use of the esteros· natural resources has been
restricted to nature study by landowners and their guests and limited
roucationaVscientific study by staff and students of Bay Area univer-
sities and colleges. A lack of access has restricted the appropriative
uses of hunting and" fishing to private land owners and/or their permitted
guests. Appropriative use has declined over the last several decades.
Major problems threatening existence of Esteros Americano and
de San Antonio as they are today include encroachment by urban develop-
ment and degradation of water quality. Northwest of the mouth of Estero
Americano, and south of the mouth of Estero de San Antonio, are
coastal subdivisions of immediate threat to the esteros lands. Water
quality problems have resulted from improper agricultural practices
producing runoff and increased sedimentation. In response to federal
water quality regulations, the North Coast Regional Water Quality
Control Board in conjunction with the Soil Conservation Service has
begun a local program to eliminate point and non-point source discharges
which have been degrading the quality of the esteros waters. The
effectiveness of this program to date indicates the likelihood of non-
polluted esteros water in a few years.
-5-
Since the watersheds of both esteros are included in the California
Coastal Zone, by statute local plans are required for their future use.
Recognition of the esteros' unique qualities, and awareness of the land
uses which are compatible with those qualities, is essential to the
establishment of appropriate and adequate plans for the future of
these invaluable natural resources.
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RECO~~MENDATI ONS
The fjord-like Esteros Americano and de San Antonio are unlike
any other coastal wetlands in California or along the entir~ Pacific
Coast. Due to lack of access, these seasonal estuaries have remained
in a relatively undisturbed state. They possess significant fish and
wildlife values and high aesthetic values. In order to preserve,
nlaintain and enhance the natural resources of these valuable and
unique areas, the Department recommends that:
1. The tide and submerged lands of the Esteros Americano and
de San Antonio be acquired by the Department and designated as
ecological' reserves. The surest way to protect the wildlife and aquatic
organisms and specialized habitat types that occur in these ecologically
sensitive and fragile wetlands is to place them in an ecological reserve.
Reserve status would not prevent existing uses, such as hunting, fish-
ing, boating, birdwatching, and educational and scientific use, unless
such activities became inimical to the natural resources of the esteros.
Acquisition would entail transfer or lease to the Department of those
lands now under State Lands Commission jurisdiction. A North Central
Coast Coastal Commission report has recommended that the esteros be
designated as an ecological reserve (Connors and Chime, 1975).
2. Land uses within the watersheds of both esteros be restricted
to those that are compatible with nlaintenance of viable natural resources
in both wetlands. Implementation of this recommendation will be accomp-
lished by local governments in "developing local coastal programs ll
required by the Coastal Act of 1976. Virtually all of the watersheds
of both esteros lies within the "coastal zone" (Plate 2) as defined by
this 1976 legislative act. The Department recognizes the esteros and
portions of their watersheds as II sens itive coastal resouce areas", as
defined by the Act, and that they require special consideration in the
development of the "local coastal programs." This consideration should
-7-
include a stipulation of no development in the watersheds west of
Franklin School Road and general zoning of most of the watersheds to
open space and/or agricultural land.
3. Special attention be given to the monitor;D~_and control of
nonpoint discharges to surface waters of the esteros. Recent programs
of the local Regional Water Quality Control Board, in cooperation with
local dairymen associations and county administrators are rapidly
bringing point source discharge problems into control. Fu}~ther effort
is needed in solving the problem of and monitoring nonpoint sources.
Water quality is a real problem at the esteros when the mouths remain
closed over a period of two or more dry seasons.
-8-
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ESTEROS AMERICANa AND DE SAN ANTONIO
AND ENVIRONS
PHYSICAL FEATURES
Esteros Americano and de San Antonio are coastal estuaries
located north of San Francisco, California (Plate 1). Separated
by 12 square miles of rolling coastal hills, they are unique varia-
tions of the· typical linear estuaries of California.
This unique character is'due to the formation of a sand bar
at the mouth of each estero during the late spring and summer
months. Winter rainfall runoff keeps their mouths flooded and
open; tidal influence ranges for three to four miles upstream,
approximately half the length of each estero. But in summer and
early fall when the inflow of fresh water is small, a sand bar
forms at the mouth of each. Tidal influence is eliminated, and
evaporation is high, sometimes resulting in a hypersaline estuary
with salinities far above that of the ocean.
Estero Americano forms a portion of the northerly boundary
between Marin and Sonoma counties. It originates in the sole tri-
butary of Americano Creek and winds amongst low rolling hills for
seven miles to its mouth south of the town of Bodega Bay. Contain-
ing approximately 301 acres of open water, the estero varies in
width from 2 feet to 440 yards, but remains a constant shallow
depth of 6 to 13 feet. Wetland habitats which include mudflats,
seasonal brackish marsh and freshwater marsh cover approximately
412 acres of the Estero Americana watershed (Plate 2).
Estero de San Antonio lies in the northern two miles of Marin
County, entering Bodega Bay just north of Dillon Beach and Tomales
Bay. Near the small community of Fallon, Stemple Creek becomes the
estero and flows about seven miles to the west, crossing State High-
way 1, Middle Road, and Franklin School Road on its way to the
-9-
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Pacific. The 93 acres of open water reach a depth of approximately
20 feet and may vary in width from 20 feet to 10 times that amount.
The wetlands of Estero de San Antonio encompass about 228 acres
of the watershed (Plate 3).
Bottom sediments of both esteros vary from coarse sand near the
mouths to silt and mud further upstream. Due to the relative shallow-
ness of both esteros there is no significant water thermocline and
surface and bottom water temperatures vary only one to two degrees.
Water and air temperatures also remain relatively close. Salinities
throughout the year may vary extremely with the alternating effects
of the tidal marine waters, .freshwater runoff from Americano and
Stemple Creeks during winter and spring rains, and intense evapora-
tion rates of summer. Salinities peak at higher levels and salinity
variation is greater than variations found in most estuaries through-
out the year. Hypersaline conditions result when sand bar formation
closes the esteros· mouths and fresh water flows dimish. Salinities
have been recorded up to 67 parts of salt per 1000 parts of water in
Estero Americano in late August (Kjeldsen, C., pers. comm., 1976).
Ocean salinity is, for comparative purposes, about 34 ppt. No data
exist pertaining to the specific causes of sand bar formation across
the mouths of the esteros. Bar formation appears to be a function
of the prevailing northwest winds and to result from li'ttoral currents
carrying tidal sediment loads from local beaches and possibly from
Doran Spit. The diurnal tidal cycle and the fresh water inflow to
the esteros with its associated fluvial sediment load also influence
the bar building process to an unknown degree. This process is an
unpredictable phenomenon (Kjeldsen, C., pers. comm., 1976). Although
the increased winter fresh water flows gradually open the sand bar,
some flooding of lands adjacent to the esteros has been experienced
after initial winter rains. Local residents have in the past
assisted the natural process with shovels and/or dynamite by manually
digging and/or blowing a channel through each bar and releasing the
trapped fresh water (Connors and Chimes, 1975). In the~ fall of 1976,
both esteros had been closed by sand bars for approximately 15 months,
-12-
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Periodic breaching of
the sand bars at the
Estero mouths relieves
flooding of upland
areas and allows juve-
nile fish and crabs to
escape. (Calif. Dept.
of Fish &Game photos
by Hilton Taylor)
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creating habitats in some areas which more closely resemble lagoons
than estuaries. However, 1976 was the driest year of record in
the last half century and in years of average precipitation the sand
bar breaks after winter rains .
Although each estero drains an area of rolling hills and grazed
grassland, the terrain of each watershed differs somewhat; slopes
are steeper at Estero Americano and transition to the uplands from
open water is more abrupt. Elevations throughout the watersheds
range from 0 to 600 feet above mean sea level and the coastline
between the esteros' mouths is moderately steep and rocky.
These esteros illustrate the extreme environments which are
characteristic of estuaries. The flora and fauna of such areas
must be able to tolerate a wide range of salinity, water temperature,
pH, dissolved oxygen, turbidity and other physical factors. Many
species which are especially adapted to such extremes actually
require this variation. Environmental and seasonal fluctuations
which are usually present in estuarine ecosystems are amplified in
Esteros Americano and de San Antonio due to their small size.
Estero Americano was the subject of various studies by Sonoma
State College and Bodega Marine Laboratory students from 1968 to
1972 and recently by California Department of Fish and Game person-
nel in 1976. Estero de San Antonio has been the subject of a sin-
gle invertebrate investigation in the summer of 1973 (Hare and Ho,
1973} and another in 1976 (Studley, 1976). The latter was con-
ducted concurrently for California Department of Fish and Game and
Sonoma State College.
DRAINAGE
The Estero Americana watershed includes approximately 49 square
miles with Americana Creek as its sale tributary. The estero and
creek extend approximately 11 miles from the headwaters in the Coast
Range to the point of discharge into Bodega Bay. Americana Creek
-15-
has an overall slope of less than one percent. No flow data exist
for Americano Creek. Based on the size and location of the water-
shed, and the flow regime for nearby streams for which recorded
discharges are available, Americano Creek may be considered an
intermittent stream.
Similarly, the Estero de San Antonio drains an area of 59
square miles via its single tributary, Stemple Creek. Stemple
Creek and Estero de San Antonio have a total length of 15.5 miles
from headwaters to mouth and an overall slope of less than one
percent. Flow data for Stemple Creek are scarce. The California
Department of Fish and Game reported no surface flow in a July 1976
stream survey, indicating that for the year of record, at least,
Estero de San AnotniD also is an intermittent stream. The natural
flow diversions for stock watering place the stream in the regulated
waterway category. The two esteros and their tributary watersheds
are shown in Plate 2.
Mean annual runoff varies within the Estero Americana water-
shed from 9 to 12 inches while within the Estero de San Antonio
watershed it ranges from 7 to 10 inches (Rantz, 1974).
GEOLOGY
The esteros area is underlain by two main geologic units--
the Franciscan melange formation, a matrix of crushed shale, sand-
stone, chert, greenstone, and schist; and the overlying Merced
fonnation, a relatively young, fine-grained marine sandstone (Rice
and Strand, 1971). Franciscan formation rocks generally occur in
lower elevation areas along steep-sided streambeds or rugged coast-
line and are inherently weak. This weak matrix affects the stabil-
ity of any slope it underlies and as a result landslides are common
in this region. The Merced formation occupies higher elevation areas
capping the Franciscan materials. It is a massive, weakly cemented
unit which often contains fossils and is highly erosive where it
-16-
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is exposed and unprotected (Miller, 1972). A thin alluvium layer
is found along the streams and further inland in small valleys.
Deep incised stream valleys and other geologic evidence indi-
cate that the esteros l area has undergone general uplift throughout
Quaternary time. Esteros Americana and de San Antonio, as well as
other streams of northern California, have drowned mouths, indica-
ting a relative ri:se of sea level. The San Andreas fault zone
passes within one mile offshore from both esteros. This fault sys-
tem is the boundary between the Pacific and the North American con-
tinental plates. Historically, the San Andreas fault itself is the
most important break of this plate boundary. In the Bodega Bay
area, the area of the zone which has experienced repeated slippage
averages about 1.5 miles in width.
Northwest of the San Francisc6 Bay area, the San Andreas fault
is considered to be "l oc ked", that is, little of the fault1s strain
is relieved by frequent small or moderate magnitude earthquakes, as
is the case southeast of the Bay Area. Instead, the fault segment
northwest of the Bay Area is thought to be subject to infrequent
major events, such as the 1906 earthquake. The frequency of these
major earthquakes cannot be reliably predicted at present, but
known rates of strain accumulation suggest that perhaps one earth-
quake per hundred years should be anticipated (Rice and Strand, 1971) .
SOILS
Generally speaking, two major soil differentiations can be made
in the esteros area. The surrounding uplands consist of well-drained,
moderately deep loarns and clays. They are typically acid, and the
risk of erosion is moderate to high, depending on the slope. Grasses
and forbs are well adapted to this substrate. The majority of these
upland areas belong to the Kneeland, Los Osos and Steinbeck soil
series.
The estero bottomlands differ from the upland areas in that they
are poorly drained and are composed of sand, gravel, silt, and peat,
-17-
as well as clay. Some of the lowest areas are highly saline. The
Blucher soil series, a fine sandy loam, is also found in the bottom-
lands. Erosion has not been a major problem in these bottomland
areas. Soils of the esteros area are most suited to use as dryland
pasture for dairy cattle and for growing hay.
CLIMATE
The northern California coast has a Mediterranean climate with
dry summers and mild, wet winters. Prevailing winds are westerly.
The meeting of warm, moist ocean air and colder ocean nearshore
currents results in frequent coastal fogs (60 to 80 days yearly) and
generally cool coastal weather year-round.
The esteros' microclimate is typical of the north coast. Winds
are usually from the northwest from March through November then
reversing to blow from the southeast during the winter months.
Air temperature in the esteros is presumed similar to that of Tomales
Bay, varying from the low thirty's in winter to as high as the 10YI
ninety's.
Recent total annual precipitation has varied from 41.44 inches
in rainfall year 1973 to 1974 (June to July) to 14.64 inches in
1975 to 1976. The California drought of 1976 showed a low rainfall
of 11.69 inches for the first ten months of the 1976 to 1977 rain-
fall year. Rantz (1971) reports a mean annual precipitation varying
from 30 to 38 inches within the esteros' watersheds, with rainfall
increasing from the inland toward the coast. Precipitation is sea-
sonal with nearly 90% occurring in the period from November through
April.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES AND HISTORY
Archaeological sites in the area of Esteros Americano and de
San Anotnio were first recorded in the early 1900 l s by investigators
from U.C. Berkeley and Santa Rosa Junior College. The reports
referred to habi tat; on s; tes nea r the mouth of Estero AJTIeri cano,
-18-
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primarily indicated by mussel shells. There are probably more sites
to the north and south and between both esteros, especially along
the coast where small drainages empty into the ocean; however, sub-
stantiating surveys are lacking. A survey in 1974, in connection
with the then proposed Bodega Bay sewage disposal system, recorded
13 sites north of the esteros that had previously been reported as
well as four newly discovered ones (Frederickson, 1974).
History
The Coast Miwok who inhabited the esteros' area were emigrants
from the interior Miwok tribe of the Sierra Nevada foothills
(Frederickson, 1962). These Indians lived in villages of either
semi-subterranean or tule-thatched huts near the beach, in popula-
tions of 30 or more adults. Hunting tools included stone-tipped
arrows, snares for catching small animals, and fishing nets. Their
watertight, decorated baskets resembled those of the Porno tribe
with whom they had frequent interchange due to the local occurrence
of clam shells in Bodega Bay. The PomoIndians used the traded
clam shells to manufacture shell disc beads which were used for
ornamentation. The local Coast Miwok population is estimated to
have been between 1,500 and 3,000 at the time of the first European
contact; it dwindled to 250 by 1850. Upper Tomales Bay is the only
place where Miwok occupation is known to have continued past 1860.
The first recorded sighting of Bodega Bay was in 1603 during
the age of the Spanish ship, IITres Reyes ll , to Tomales Bay. It was
not until 1775 that Bodega Bay was redi scovered by Juan Franci sco
de la Bodega y Oyadra from whom the bay's name may have come. The
late 1700's saw domination of the area by the Spanish.
In 1793, the Russ,ians first came to Bodega Bay from colonies
in the Aleutians and began to hunt sea otter. Drakes, Tomales and
Bodega bays were hi'deout anchorages used by two or three Russian
ships a year, which were illegally poaching in Spanish preserves.
From 1811 to 1841, the Russians occupied the north coastal area,
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building colonies it Fort Ross and at Romanov. Their settlements
included activitles such as hunting, fishing, dairying, fodder and
food crop agriculture; the raising of cattle and sheep; and the
industries of shipbuilding, tanning, and metal work. But the poor
soil, fog, rain, political hostility, and an unending battle with
gophers contributed to the Russians· decision to leave (Frederickson,
1962) .
In 1841, Stephen Smith, an enterprising captain from Massachu-
setts, enlisted the support of the Mexican governor and established'
the first steam plant in California. It was at Salmon Creek Valley
and powered a saw mill and flour mill. Smith·s Bodega land grant
included "all west of a line beginning at the Estero Amer'icano to
the Russian River to the ,Pacific Ocean--37,787 acres·· (Oakland
Tribune, 1956). California was admitted to the United States in
1850. By 1854, Smith had established the first settlement in Sononla
County and from his flagpole were flown the first four U.S. flags.
With Smith·s economic impetus, people began to move to the
Bodega Bay and esteros· area, and occupied themselves with potato
raising, dairying, sheep grazing, and fishing, depending on the
, esteros for irrigation and adjacent uplands for grazing land.
Within 20 years after Smith·s original settlement, the British
Isles and Northern Europe were well-represented in the Bodega Bay ared
Swiss settlers operated dairies and Italians made a living by catch-
ing and drying fish. By the 1880·s the railroad boosted the area·s
economy.
During the middle to late 1880·s the estero lands wer~e used for
growi ng a wi der vari ety of crops than now exi sts. Farmi nSJ over the
last 50 years has evolved to primarily dairying and grazing of sheep
and replacement heifers.
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As the Esteros flow
coastward, the fjord-
like qualities of
steep and twisting
uplands become the
dominating character
of the scene. (Calif.
Dept. of Fish &Game
photos by Tom Studley)
-
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NATURAL RESOURCES
HABITAT TYPES
The wide range of physical characteristics possessed by the
esteros is exemplified by the adaptations of plant and animal life
in the 14 different habitat types existing in this area. These
habitats include representatives from all three main kinds of bio-
logical communities, i.e., marine, freshwater, and terrestrial
(Plates 4 and 5).
The habitat types described in this report are based on charac-
teristics. of plant communiti.es set forth by Munz and Keck (1973)
but revised to fit more exactly the presently existing communities
in Esteros Americano and de San Antonio. Some, such as coastal
prairie, coastal scrub, and rocky coastal bluffs, are unique to
the California coastline areas. Others, such as seasonal brackish
marsh, vernal pools, and freshwater marshes remain in few areas as
compared to a century ago. And still others, such as ponds and wind-
breaks, are man's additions to the esteros environment.
Each habitat is characterized by an assemblage of plants and
animals. These may be peculiar to a single habitat, as are eel grass
or the staghorn sculpin to the open water-mudflat community, or they
may occur in several communities, as do the bull thistle or the great
blue heron. Although the 14 habitat types are applicable to the
environments of both estel~os, detailed differences within each habi-
tat indicate that the esteros are independent ecological systems.
Lists of vascular plant species and accompanying distribution
data were developed for each habitat category from field surveys
by California Department Fish and Game seasonal aid Craig Thomsen
(Appendix A). Habitats were mapped using aerial photographs and
were field checked. These field surveys made it clear that plant
communities are rarely of one type, such as coastal scrub or annual
-22-
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-grassland, but are usually combinations of several habitat types.
For instance, a hillside might be primarily coastal scrub, but
contain some coastal prairie and some annual grassland. Because of
size and the number of mapping categories which would be required,
delineation of these differences on a map reproducible in this
report is impossible. Hence, only primary habitat types are
indicated on the habitat maps (Plates 4 and 5) and boundaries of
the mapped categories are approximate. Vegetation mapping corridor
boundaries were established using peak elevations of adjacent
grasslands. Planimetric estimates of habitat acreages (Table 1)
were calculated from mapped habitat boundaries.
Open Water
The open water habitat is the heart of the estuarine wetlands
of the Esteros Americano and de San Antonio. Here one finds a
meeting of marine waters from the ocean and fresh water from inland
drainages. During the winter when fresh water enters the esteros
and the sand bars are breached, plants and animals are submerged or
exposed twice daily with the ebb and flood of the tides.
A few plants are able to root in the muddy bottom areas of the
channel. These include pondweed and eel grass. Pondweed grows
wholly submerged, arising from thick, matted rhizomes and is a very
important food for many water-associated birds. Eel grass (Zostera
marina)lJis a flowering plant, not a true grass, with long slender
green leaves, that inhabits the muddy bottoms in shallow subtidal
and intertidal areas. It provides substrate for many non-burrowing
invertebrate species, such as hermit crabs and micro-algae (diatoms),
that provide food for larger invertebrates, fish, and birds.
Extensive eel grass beds are present
near the mouth of Estero de San
Antonio in late winter and spring but
seasonally die down by late summer.
lIScientific names of all plants and animals
will be found in the Appendix.
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TABLE 1
ESTEROS AMERICANO AND DE SAN ANTONIO
AREA BY HABITAT TYPE
HABITAT APPROXIMATE AREA
Estero Estero de
Americano San Antonio
acres acres
Estuarine and Rocky Coastal
Bl uffs a 2
Rocky Shore * *
Open Water 301 93
Mudflats 4 13
Coastal Strand 13 18
Coastal Scrub 237 150
Coastal Prairie 17 303
California Annual Grassland 3,379 1,872
Seasonal Brackish Marsh 391 213
Freshwater Marshes, Ponds
and Seeps 17 2
Riparian Ravines 49 62
Vernal Pools * *
Bay Groves 6 2
Windbreaks 16 10
I
I
1
1
1
1
1
-, 1
1
1
1
1
~I
1
1
1
1
1
_I
1
1
1
1
1
~ 1
1
1
1
1
~ 1
1
1
1
1
- 1
-. 1
Total 4,430 acres 2,740 acres
*Area not calculated
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The open water habitat flora also includes non-flowering plants
commonly known as algae or kelp. The algal populations of the
esteros are one of the strongest indicators of the differences between
the two areas. Of the 64 algal species presently collected from the
esteros, 38 species are from Americano and 26 are from de San Antonio
(Appendix B) and only 1 species, a red algae, has been collected
from both. A major difference in algal community species composi-
tion is the lack of fresher water green and blue-green algae in
Estero de San Antonio. This absence may indicate a difference in
salinities between the esteros or may just indicate seasonal differ-
ences in collecting times for each estero. Additional surveys and
investigations are needed to pinpoint the reason for differences in
the algal communities of the two areas.
Mudflat
The formation of mud and sandflats takes place when upstreanl
and ocean-born sediments are deposited in the shallow areas of an
estuary. In the esteros, this intertidal community is characterized
by soft substrate invertebrates and algal populations. Invertebrate
fauna living on or in this habitat type in the esteros include:
bivalves--the common softshell clam, the sand clam, and the bent-
nosed clam; snails--limpets and sea slugs; polychaete worms--GZycera
and Streblospio; and various crustaceans--the oppossum shrimp, rock
lice, amphipods, bay crabs, ghost shrimp, and the Dungeness crab
(Appendix I).
Mud-sandflats are the most important feeding areas within an
estuarine system; at low tide for shorebirds and at high tide for
waterfowl (Small, 1974). However, in the esteros tidal ebb and
flood of this habitat type is limited to periods when the sand bars
are open. This may affect the extent of use of these areas for
feeding by shorebirds.
The border of the esteros, on the edge between the mudflats
and upland habitats, are frequently colonized by the emergent three
squ.are sedge, Scirpus americanus .
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Seasonal Brackish Marsh
The periodic interruption of tidal activity in the esteros is
responsible for the development of a plant community which is simi-
lar to coastal salt marsh but seasonally receives more fresh water.
This unique set of conditions has resulted in the establishment of
a community which has adapted to seasonal variations in the range
of inundation, salinity of flooding waters, and the degree of des-
sication to which the marsh plants and animals are subject. Because
this habitat fits a description of neither coastal salt marsh nor
freshwater marsh, but contains elements of both plant communities,
it is referred to as IIseasonal brackish marsh".
These marshlands form at the edge of the estero uplands in low
elevations and are maintained by yearly tidal flooding and t~ winter
and spring heavy rainfall runoff. After the spring, rains ce~ase and
a sand bar forms across the mouth of each estero, soils become
saline as water evaporates from the marsh.
Vegetation which is common to the higher elevations of coastal
salt marshes typifies this habitat. Pickleweed, Jaumea~
and saltgrass are the dominant species bordering
the esteros, with saltbush and Frankenia occupying
some better drained areas. The inland edges of this
habitat receiver more fresh water, thus plants which
are less salt tolerant, such as wild oats, soft chess,
and velvetgrass, invade these areas.
During the winter and spring, when standing water often
covers much of this habitat, birds congregate by the hundreds.
Northern phalarope~ willets, yello~legs, dowitchers, ducks, gulls,
herons, and egrets fee~ or rest here. Marsh hawks and white-tailed
kites regularly patrol the area.
-28-
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Estuarine and Coastal Rocky Bluffs
This habitat type occurs only at Estero de San Antonio. Areas
described as rocky bluffs are characterized by steep, unstable
slopes with little or no soil. Vegetation here is exposed to the
extremes of high winds and salt spray. Plants in this habitat type
are adapted to these special conditions and include slender hairgrass,
coffee fern, goldback fern, licorice fern, and the native herbs--
Henderson's angelica, native chickweed, live-forever, seaside daisy,
coast plantain, and stonecrop.
In some small areas of micro-climatic extremes in this habitat,
lichens are dominant, particularly where steepness and lack of soil
prevent colonization of vascular plants. A preliminary list of
lichens observed on rocks and dead tree branches in Estero de San
Antonio is included in Appendix C. Some portions of the rocky bluff
habitat in Estero de San Antonio are formed from water-retaining
sandstones. Here, less drought-resistant plants, such as ferns,
miner's lettuce, cow parsnip, California poppy, and ice plant may
thrive. The native herb, coast rock cress (Arabis blepharophyllaJ
survives on the cliffs between the esteros and is currently desig-
nated as rare and endangered by the California Native Plant Society
(Thomsen, 1976).
Coastal rocky bluffs provide important habitat for shorebirds.
Also, bank swallows commonly breed in the cliffs. Reptiles and
amphibians known to frequent the rocky bluff habitat include the
gopher snake, western fence lizard, southern alligator lizard, and
western toad (Brown, C.W., per. comm., 1976; Cline and Katoski,
undated) .
Rocky Shore
Within the "esteros proper, rocky shore habitat is found only at
the northern edge of the mouth of Estero de San Antonio)/ Here the
1/ Because of the small size of the rocky shore community in Estero
- de San Antonio, its area has not been calculated from the map.
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rock outcrops exist as a normal rocky shore community onl)' period-
ically. During periods when little fresh water flows from inland
sources and the estero mouth is blocked by a sand bar, tidal cycles
which commonly influence rocky shore environments are no longer
present in this habitat.
When tidal entrance to the estero is blocked and summer air
temperatures increase, evaporation reduces the depth of the water
surrounding the rocks until they are entirely exposed. This, of
course, produces physical extremes of temperature and dessication
which are most often fatal to the species, such as barna-
cles, purple shore crabs, and starfish which inhabit the
area during tidal influence. However, when the
estero is again opened to tidal action and ocean
waters, the rocks are once more colonized by rocky
shore species.
Coastal Strand
A rather fragile plant community immediately
adjacent to sandy beaches is the coastal strand. Here, plants grow
on and stabilize sand dunes, sandy flats, and sometimes the beach
itself. These plants have to contend with rooting in a saline
substrate that is low in nutrients, drains rapidly, is subject to
extreme daily temperature fluctuations, and is constantly being
shifted by the wind. Leaves are often succulent, and the plant
form is generally low as a result of wind pruning.
Bare sandy areas are inhabited by a small succulent annual,
sea rocket, and by the introduced European beachgrass. In nearby
areas, such as Bodega Bay and Dillon Beach, European beachgrass
has been planted for dune stabilization purposes. Vegetation of
more stable strand areas includes introduced herbs, such as ice
plants, bur clover, and bristly ox-tongue, as well as native bush
lupine, silver beach weed, the California poppy, and paintbrush.
In shelterd spots further inland, such species as poison oak, miner's
lettuce, wild cucumber, and plantain join the plant community.
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At Estero de San Antonio the coastal strand habitat is well
developed. Forty-seven plant species have been recorded there in
a preliminary investigation by Fish and Game personnel (Thomsen,
1976). In front of the sand dunes, where exposure to the coast is
not pronounced, species diversity is limited, allowing only a few
plants such as sea rocket, silver beach weed, and sand verbena to
exist. Further inland, with the stabilizing and pro-
tective effect of European beachgrass, dunes develop
and allow for greater diversity; the strand indicators
species, beach morning glory and dune sun cup, are
impressive in their display. Behind the dunes, where
protection is maximum, a flat and slightly depressed
area exi sts. The 'protecti on and increased water of thi s
area have allowed many more speci.es to exploit the sandy soil.
Here the native small dune bluegrass has colonized along with other
natives and a contingent of introduced II weedy II herbs and grasses.
The coastal strand area at Estero Americano, in contrast, has
low species diversity and density. Present are silver beach weed,
sea rockets, and European beachgrass.
The food and shelter of the low, vegetative mat of the coastal
strand are utilized by wildlife species, such as the California
quail, white-crowned sparrow, house finches, mice, and many insect
speci,es.
Coastal Scrub
The coastal scrub community has often been ter,med the "soft
chaparral ll of the California coastline, because the growth form
closely resembles the true chaparral found on drier, inland slopes.
High winds and accompanying salt spray usually keep the shrubs of
this habitat type low in stature, but in protected canyons they can
attain a height of six feet. This habitat includes a diverse and
rich mixture of hearty, wind-blown shrubs which often form a thick
and impenetrable barrier. Twenty-four different shrubs occur in
this plant community in the esteros (Thomsen, 1976).
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Establishment of some plant species in this habitat depends
partially on environmental factors, which include proximity to the
ocean, steepness of terrmain, direction of the slope, soil types,
textures and depths, and grazing or browsing pressures. The coastal
scrub habitat of the esteros is dominated by locally common native
herbs and shrubs, such as snowberry, ocean spray, ninebark, silk
tassel, blue blossom, and coyote brush. Primary colonizers of this
habitat, i.e., coyote brush, California sagebrush, and bracken
fern, are arid-tolerant plants. Their establishment is soon followed
by that of poison oak, native blackberry, and native herbs, such
as yerba buena, PotentiZla~ and honeysuckle. In areas of the
esteros where the coastal scrub plant community is fully developed,
other more moisture-loving species occur, such as ninebark, thimble-
berry, salmon berry, coffee berry, and hazelnut.
Elimination of this native vegetation can result from over-
grazing. In the esteros this has resulted in the dominance of a
very thorny introduced rosebush, Rosa eglantepia. Dominance by
this opportunistic species restricts the growth of other plants with
greater habitat value, and limits future land use options.
Many small, seed-eating birds, rodents, and other small mammals
feed and nest in this habitat. Larger predatory mammals, such as
the raccoon, striped skunk, gray fox, and long-tailed weasel, hunt
and feed there as well.
Coastal Prairie
The coastal pralrle is characterized by a rich mixture of
perennial grasses and various native herbs, growing in an open situa-
tion in association with shrubby plants of the coastal scrub forma-
tion. Human activity, resulting in the introduction of non-native
plant species, has eliminated the coastal prairie throughout much
of its original distribution in California. Relatively intact
portions of this rare plant community exist in the vicinity of the
esteros where the largest continuous expanse extends roughly 0.6
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miles inland from the shore, on the south side of Estero de San
Antonio. Smaller patches of pralrle are found on slopes and hill-
tops on the south side of both esteros.
Unlike the often impenetrable coastal scrub community, coastal
prairie is more open; the shrubs there, including coffee berry,
hazelnut, ocean spray, and poison oak, generally take on a pros-
trate or stunted growth form that reflects
the influence of harsh westerly winds,
salt spray, and repeated fires. Calif-
ornia fescue and Pacific reedgrass are
the dominant native grasses of the
association in the esteros; other plants
found there include tufted hairgrass,
needlegrass, California bromegrass, iris,
and lupine. A species of gentian, rare
in the surrounding area and approaching
the southern limit of its distribution,
is fairly common in the coastal prairies
associated with the esteros.
Wildlife found in the coastal pralrle includes brush rabbits,
grey foxes, and mule deer; common birds are goldfinches, meadow-
larks, house finches, and several types of sparrows. Raptorial
birds that hunt from the air above the prairie include American
kestrels, red-tailed hawks, and white-tailed kites.
California Annual Grassland
In terms of actual area, the California annual grassland commu-
nity dominates the landscape surrounding the esteros. This grass-
land is composed largely of alien plant species, many of which were
introduced to California from the Mediterranean region. Clearing,
grazing, and other human-induced disturbance has allowed this annual
grassland community to become established in areas formerly covered
by coastal prairie, coastal scrub, or other native vegetation.
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Grasslands surrounding the esteros are for the most part
heavily grazed, and plants that are common there include wild oats,
soft chess, Italian ryegrass, filaree, cheese weed, and pineapple
weed. Areas that are more lightly grazed also support a variety
of native and introduced wildflowers, some of which are found only
in open grasslands. Coast fiddleneck, brodiaea, coast tarweed,
goldfields, owl's clover, sorrel, checkerbloom, mustard, yarrow, and
California poppy are often seen along the esteros.
Raptorial birds that hunt during the daytime seek their prey
in this open grassland environment. Red-tailed hawks, white-tailed
kites, American kestrels, and an occasional golden eagle can be
found at both esteros. Rough-legged and ferruginous hawks have
been sighted at Estero Americano. Other birds, such as meadowlarks,
killdeer, white-crowned sparrows, goldfinches, house finches, and
blackbirds are common. When wet years cause standing water in the
grasslands, shorebirds and wading birds use the area as an extension
of their regular mudflat habitat. Jackrabbits, deer, voles, and
pocket gophers favor the grassland habitat, and mammals like the
badger and grey fox can occasionally be seen. Burrowing owls live
here in close association with the more conspicuous California
ground squirrels.
Freshwater Marshes, Ponds, and Seeps
In an area of predominantly salt water, freshwater features are
particularly attractive to many species of wildlife and domesticated
animals. In addition to the herons, kingfishers, and other birds
commonly associated with fresh water, raccoons, deer, skunks, and
other mammals migrate daily to these spots. Various salamanders,
snakes, toads, and frogs depend on a freshwater habitat during some
part of their life cycle, and feed in part on the abundant array
of insects, snails, and slugs that are found in wet places.
Two small (1 acre) freshwater marshes lie adjacent to both
sides of Estero Americana, roughly 3.5 miles from the mouth of the
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estuary. These marshes are floristically well-developed with such
native plants as rushes, duckweed, water plantain, loosestrife,
cattails, and bur-reed. Great horned owls frequent these two
marshes; redwinged blackbirds, black phoebes, and song sparrows are
particularly common. These and numerous other animals are attracted
to the relatively unique marsh habitat.
Estero de San Antonio has no freshwater marshes, but a small
freshwater pond has been constructed in a sandy are on the north bank
of the estero, less than 0.5 miles from the ocean. This pond is
used as a watering hole by livestock as well as by many native
animals.
Seeps are found where the side of a hill or face of a bluff
intercepts strata containing underground water. Different plant
associations develop in seeps, depending on the surrounding plant
communities, aspect of slope, and so on. Seeps are found along the
hillsides flanking both esteros. Plants that are found in the seeps
include the aptly-named seep thistle, a locally rare plant, and well-
developed stands of western chain fern and coast hedge nettle. Other
common species are arroyo willow, wax myrtle, loosestrife, yellow
monkey-flower, fireweed, poison hemlock, pearlwort, and western
lilaeopsis.
Riparian Ravines
Intermittent streams drain the hillsides surrounding both
esteros through a number of riparian ravines. The vegetation and
wildlife associated with these ravines varies from area to area as
the ravines traverse several plant and animal communities, primarily
annual grassland and coastal scrub. Ravines along the south side
of Estero de San Antonio are most numerous and most diverse.
Some of the plants growing near the esteros that are generally
common in the riparian ravines are Coulter1s and red willows, dog-
wood, gooseberry, hedge mustard, stinging nettle, honeysuckle, hill
lotus, and a variety of soft rush. Buckeye trees, salmonberry,
-35-
The Esteros have a rich
diversity of wildlife
habitats, including
freshwater, marine and
upland habitats.
(Calif. Dept. of Fish
&Game photos)
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poison oak, wax myrtle, yellow monkey flower, blackberry, and arroyo
willow grow there as well.
Thickets line the wettest part of the ravines, providing
bedding areas for deer, escape cover and food for birds, nesting
site for woodrats, hunting grounds for bobcats, and attractive
habitat for many other mammals, reptiles, and amphibians. Black-
crowned night herons roost seasonally in the willow thickets that
grow where the ravines widen as they reach the esteros. Kingfishers,
scrub jays, goldfinches, towhees~ song, golden-crowned and white-
crowned sparrows, and yellow-rumped warblers frequent the trees
and bushy growth of the ravines. Other animals attracted by this
riparian environment include Trowbridge shrews,. raccoons, striped
skunks, Pacific treefrogs, common garter snakes, and California
newts.
Vernal Poolsll
Vernal pools are ephemeral bodies of standing water which,
during the rainy season, collect in low, poorly drained areas in
the grasslands, and which gradually dry up with the onset of the
summer. Typically, vernal pools are characterized by an assemblage
of annual wildflowers and grasses that are unique to such pools.
While vernal pools do occur at the esteros, they have not been
studied in detail, nor have they been mapped.
Common herbs found at the vernal pools, but nowhere else at
the estero~ include Howell's bentgrass, white broadiaea, a species
of cudweed, everlasting PsiZocarphus~ (a typical vernal pool
species), and white hedge nettle. Other plants, such as spikerush,
bracted allocarya, marsh lasthenia, loosestrife, and penn.yroyal,
that prefer a moist o·r wet habitat, ar~ also found in the pools.
While mamma'ls and birds of the surrounding grassland frequent
the vernal pools, the most obvious inhabitants are the noisy male
1/ Vernal pools have not been mapped or area calculated due to drought
- during the year of plant community study of the esteros~
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Pacific tree frogs, which use the pools as breeding areas. Garter
snakes also use the pools, and tiger salamanders, which are rela-
tively uncommon, are often found in this type of habitat and may
occur in the vernal pools in the area of the esteros.
Bay Groves
Bay groves have developed near the esteros in spots that enjoy
some protection from the prevailing winds. Along Estero de San
Antonio, two small groves covering less than one acre are found on
the south-facing hillsides, less than one mile from the estuarine
mouth. Four small but well-developed groves occur on the north-
facing hills and bluffs of Estero Americano, roughly four miles
inland.
California bay trees fom the dominant overstory
in these groves mixed with some of the deciduous
California buckeye. Along Estero Americano, the
bays are very large and stately, with gnarled and
weathered trunks. A rich assortment af plants makes
up the understory, including a variety of western
choke-cherry and, near Estero Americana, bitter cherry;
while these two species have a wide general distribution, in Marin
County they are found in only a few, scattered localities. Douglas
hawthorne, approaching its southern limit of distribution in the
area of the esteros, is found in the bay groves and at one other
spot in Marin county. More corrmon shrubs growing under the bays
are blue elderberry, poison oak, coyote bush, hazelnut, snowberry,
and arroyo willow. With the exception of a few species like hedge
nettle and shield fern, herbaceous plants are absent from the
understory.
The value of these sheltered bay groves as wildlife habitat
is high. Many species of birds, mammals, reptiles, and amphibians
find food, cover, nesting and breeding areas, and a suitable place
to raise young in the trees and bushes of these groves. Owls,
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hawks, and kites, for example, hunt in the surrounding grasslands
and return to the protection of the bay groves for roosting and
resting.
Windbreaks
Near the eastern limit of both esteros, on hillsides of the
southern bank, several small groves of eucalyptus, Monteney cypress,
red alder, and willow have been planted, primarily to shelter pas-
ture, crops, and farm buildings from the strong coastal wind.
Raptors, including great horned owls, red-tailed hawks, white-
tailed kites, and American kestrels use the tall trees for nest
sites and lookout or hunting perches; scrub jays and crows do so
as well. Windbreaks provide safe cover and roosting areas for
many smaller speices of birds, such as warblers, as they pass by
the esteros during migration.
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FISH AND WILDLIFE ECOLOGY
ECOLOGY
An estuary or "es tell'o" , defined simply, is a semi-enclosed
area where fresh water of streams and rivers and marine water from
the open ocean meet. Tidal and current action in these areas
results in a continuously changing mix of salt and fresh water.
The predominance in the estuary of salt or fresh water varies
throughout the year with seasonal rainfall and runoff. Typically,
estuaries form a gradual transition from an open, marine environ-
ment, through mudflats and tidal marshes, to freshwater and upland
habitat. The esteros differ from this description, because they
are closed to tidal exchange for part of the year by sand bars,
and the steep banks and hillsides form an abrupt rather than
gradual transition to an upland community.
Plant and animal species of the esteros are adapted to a
wide range of changing environments. The species composition of
each habitat depends on existing physical and biological features
such as the extent of tidal exposure and cover, food and cover
resources, sediment or soil type, slope aspect, salinity, temp-
erature, season, and even time of day. Specific adaptation to these
conditions by the aquatic fauna include such examples as suspension
feeding by clams and mussels, extreme salinity tolerances by
limpets and the common sea star, low oxygen demands of polychaetes,
and burrowing by the ghost shrimp. Adaptation of species to such
physical extremes results in communities with low species diversity
and high abundance. This situation is typically a highly produc-
tive one.
Estuarine ecosystems have been shown to be communities of high
biological productivity (Odum, 1971). In simple terms, this means
that estuaries produce more food and nutrients than are consumed by
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the plant and animal residents of the ecosystem; the excess is
transported to benefit other communities. The nutrients and energy
produced are transferred from organism to organism through a variety
of food chain relationships.
These food chains begin with energy from the sun being used
in the process of photosynthesis by plants on the hillsides, eel
grass in the water, and algae on the mudflat. One example of such
a food chain in the esteros starts with the consumption of photo-
synthetic plankton, a "producer", by another microscopic organism,
perhaps a larval jellyfish, a "pr imary consumer". These juvenile
jellyfish are in turn fed on by "secondary consumers" like the Paci-
fic herring. A raccoon that snatches one of these herring from the
water may live a long life, eventually dying in a riparian thicket.
Scavengers (1 ike the turkey vulture) and "decomposers" (such as
fungi and bacteria) derive nutrition from the decaying raccoon
and release inorganic nutrients; these nutrients eventually wash
downstream to the estero where, with additional energy from the
sun, they can again be used by the primary producers, perpetuating
the cyclic food chain. The nutrient cycle is not unique to estua-
rine ecosystems, but the particular plants and animals which take
pa rt i nit are.
The wide diversity of habitat types encompassed by the esteros
makes this region highly attractive and valuable to many species of
wildlife. Upland habitat, particularly the rolling grasslands and
prairies on the hillsides overlooking the esteros, provides hunting
grounds for hawks and eagles, burrowing sites for numerous rodents,
and suitable conditions for a variety of insects, smaller birds, and
other wildlife. Deer, quail, owls, bobcats, mountain lions, and
many other species of ,birds, mammals, reptiles, and amphibians are
dependent on the diversity of cover types and food sources provided
by the trees, bushes, and thickets of the bay groves, riparian
ravines, seeps, and coastal scrub that flank the esteros.
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Freshwater features are always attractive to wildlife, partic-
ularly in a predominantly saline or brackish setting, such as found
around the esteros. In addition to the numerous invertebrates, rep-
tiles, and amphibians which inhabit these wet places, terrestrial
birds and mammals are drawn to the ponds, seeps, and freshwater
marshes for food and water.
In terms of intensity of use, open water and mudflats may
provide the most valuable habitat at the esteros. The esteros are
located on the Pacific flyway, a main path of travel for migrating
birds. During the winter months, populations of migrant and resi-
dent shorebirds and waterfowl reach peak numbers in this area using
it as a source of food and resting sites. Open water areas provide
habitat for many species of sport and commercial fish, such as
striped bass, flounder, steel head and topsmelt. Abundant popula-
tions of crustaceans, including the commercially valuable Dungeness
crab,and other invertebrates provide food for the large fish which
in turn support the upland local populations of reptiles, amphibians
and mammals.
BIRDS
The Esteros Americano and de San Antonio provide essential
feeding and resting areas for many species of water-associated birds,
both migratory and resident. Preservation of such areas is critical
to the survival of many species of shorebirds and waterfowl.
Although specific bird census data which would provide an
index to the total numbers of individuals at the esteros are not
available, it is estimated that Estero Americano and Estero de San
Antonio receive wildlife use which is comparable to other censused
areas with similar habitat acreages in Marin County (Smith, 1973).
California Department of Fish and Game personnel, conducting bi-
monthly surveys during 1975 and 1976 (Sample, 1976) listed 71 spe-
cies of water- and marsh-associated birds and 66 upland species as
present in the esteros and the surrounding hillsides (Appendix D).
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Additional species occur in nearby areas and are expected in the
vicinity of the esteros (Appendix E).
Shorebirds
The migration of shorebirds along the east Pacific Ocean
coastline covers thousands of miles as the
birds move from their breeding areas in the
Arctic to wintering grounds, such as those at
the esteros. Of the shorebirds observed in
the esteros, 14 species are winter or year-
round.res1dents, including the killdeer, common
snipe, long-billed curlew, willet, least sandpiper, dunlin, marbled
godwit, and sanderling. Black-bellied plovers, snowy plovers,
pectoral sandpipers, and western sandpipers are winter residents
that have been observed at Estero Americano, and semi-palmated plo-
vers have been seen at Estero de San Antonio. Four migrant species
of shorebirds observed are the ruddy turnstone, at both esteros,
and the pectoral sandpiper and long- and short-billed dowitchers
at Estero Americano (Appendix D).
Detailed four-year studies of the shorebirds using Bolinas
Lagoon, an estuary in Marin County located 30 miles south of the
esteros, indicate that of the 102 species of water birds using the
area annually, 34 species were shorebirds (Page and Stenzel, 1975).
The attractiveness of that estuary as a habitat for these 34 species
;s demonstrated by the fact that in 1973-76, shorebirds accounted
for 64% of the total number of individuals present in the fall and
71% of the total number present in the spring. Similar data have
been obtained for Limantour Estero, 17 miles from the esteros
(Smail and Lenna, 1969).
At least 18 species of shorebirds have been observed in the
esteros. Shorebird species composition and abundance change
constantly in a given area dependin9 on seasonal migrations, tidal
cycles, or disturbances (Jurek, 1974). Presumably, some shore-
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birds USlng the marshes and mudflats of Bolinas Lagoon, Limantour-
Drakes Estero, Tomales Bay, and Bodega Harbor also utilize similar
habitats at the Esteros Americana and de San Antonio.
The esteros provide abundant food for shorebirds, which are
known to feed on small invertebrates living in the intertidal mud-
flats (Recher, 1964). One of the most common groups of shorebird
food species is the Amphipoda, small crustaceans living in the mud
or on the mudflat algae. In Bolinas Lagoon, amphipods of the genus
Corophium were found in 98 to 100% of the stomach-pumped samples of
least and western sandpipers feeding in some areas of the lagoon
(Page &Stenzel, 1975); Corophium was found to be the most common
genus of invertebrates collected in Estero de San Antonio in 1973
and 1976 surveys (Append i)( I).
r~a rs h Birds
The long-legged wading birds observed
in the shallow water of the esteros include
the great blue heron, great egret, snowy
egret, and black-crowned night heron. Fish,
many species of which are present in the
esteros (Appendix F) are major food items for
the herons and egrets (Kingsley, 1970). In
addition, these marsh birds prey upon frogs, lizards, mice, snakes,
and insects. Herons and egrets may be seen feeding or resting in
the esteros most months of the year. During wet winters, ponded
water in nearby fields provides an additional spot to search for
food. Windbreaks, willows, and bay groves are used by these birds
as roosting sites.
Water-Associated Birds
Differences in the physiography of the two esteros are under-
scored by differences in their waterfowl use. Pintails, American
widgeons, canvasbacks, and ruddy ducks are found in far greater
numbers in Estero Americana, where they may be seen on the greater
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Occasional eucalyptus groves, planted as windbreaks, serve as roosting and resting areas for great blue herons.
(Calif. Dept. of Fish & Game photo by Jack White)
expanse of open water area. At onetime black brant frequented the
eel grass beds, also found in this estero. Cinnamon teal, on the
other hand have been observed in greater numbers on Estero de San
Antonio. These teal as well as mallards nest in the marshy margins
of the freshwater pond at Estero de San Antonio.
Other waterbirds using the esteros include loons, grebes, peli-
cans, cormorants, coots, gulls, and terns. Coastal rock outcroppings
between Estero de San Antonio and Estero Americano are used as
rookeries and resting places by cormorants, pelicans, and gulls.
Raptors
The esteros and surrounding hillsides provide ideal, varied
habitat for owls, hawks, and eagles. Fourteen species of raptors
have been observed at the esteros by Department of Fish and Game
personnel. Turkey vultures, red-tailed hawks, and golden eagles
soar high overhead as they examine the grasslands for their next
meal. American kestrels and white-tailed kites hover and dive over
open areas. Sharp-shinned and Cooper1s hawks prefer the wooded
ravines, which also provide a daytime roost for the far-ranging
great horned owl. Burrowing owls live in a curious association
with ground squirrels; bald eagles, which feed largely on both live
and dead fish, have been seen at Estero Americano.
An occasional visitor to the esteros is the osprey, or fish
hawk. This bird feeds exclusively on surface-dwelling or shallow
water fish, which it can spot from heights of 30 to 100 or 200 feet
(Bent, 1961; Pough, 1951). It is a spectacular and unforgettable
sight to watch an osprey hover high overhead, then fold its wings
and plunge to the water, talons extended to catch its prey.
Osprey require clear water for successful hunting and, like the
bald eagle, are never found far from extensive aquatic habitats.
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Other Birds
Sixty-six species of upland birds have been observed at the
esteros by the Department of Fish and Game. These species are as
diverse as the habitats they live in, and include such birds as
the California quail, a bird of brush areas; the long-billed marsh
wren and belted kingfisher, inhabitants af ponds and marshy spots;
horned larks and water pipits, found in treeless grasslands; the
wrentit, never found outside coastal scrub or chaparral; and numerous
other birds, such as jays, crows, woodpeckers, swallows, and
sparrows. During migration, many small birds seek cover in the
bushes and trees that line the ravines and moist, sheltered places
of the esterase
FISH
A total of 31 marine and freshwater fish species has been
collected in Esteros Americana and de San Antonio by Department of
Fish and Game personnel and student investigations; 14 species are
common to both, 10 species only identified in de San Antonio, and
7 species only identified in Americana (Appendix F). Information
is not available on the developmental life history stages of fish
species present in the esteros; however, the value of estuaries as
nursery grounds for many marine species has been well-documented
and juvenile forms of those species collected in the esteros are
likely to occur there as well.
The number of species of fish, as, well as the total abundance,
is greatest at the mouths of the esteroS8 Common species include
Pacific herring, staghorn sculpins, shiner surfperch, tidewater
and arrow gobies, starry flounder, surf smelt, and topsmelt. Surf
netting with A-frame nets for surf smelt is common in the early
summer when the smelt are spawning in the surf zone at the mouths
of the esterase The Miwok Indians are reported to have used the
surf smelt as a source of oil. Monkey-face eels and cabezon are
-47-
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sometimes fished by "poke poling" near the nlouth of Estero de San
Antonio.
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Striped bass and the threespine
stickleback are the anadromous spe-
cies observed in the esteros. During
average years when the mouths of the
esteros are open after winter rain-
fall, the threespine stickleback might be expected to use the esteros
for spawning and juvenile development. Striped bass would not be
expected to spawn in the area in large numbers but the presence of
its primary juvenile food, Neomysis~ in the esteros makes it possi-
ble that the esteros receive some use as nursery grounds. Local
residents report that, historically, the esteros supported runs
of steelhead and silver salmon. However, these runs have been
absent for several recent years, perhaps due in part to the degra-
dation of water quality in the esteros by agricultural wastes.
The difference in the fish species collected in the two esteros
may represent variations in collecting times, qear, and persons
collecting, and cannot be taken to indicate any specific habitat
differences that may exist between the esterase It is likely that
species present in one estero are also at some time present in the
other.
~~lAMMALS
The esteros and areas adjacent to them provide habitat for at
least 21 species of aquatic and terrestrial nlaJT111als (Appendix G).
Scrub and grassland communities adjacent to moist streamsides and
marshes are commonly inhabited by raccoons, striped skunks, Calif-
ornia voles, black-tailed jack rabbits, deer mice, and black-tailed
deer. Pocket gophers, badgers, California ground squirrels, and
an occasional spotted skunk are found in the drier upland grasslands.
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Many mammals occurring in the area are nocturnal; their presence
is indicated by dropping, footprints, burrows, or other signs
rather than by actual observation. Steep ravines and crevices and
occasional old, deserted farm buildings are good daytime hiding
habitats for nocturnal species, such as the bat, raccoon, skunk, and
grey fox. The esteros and environs do not necessarily provide
suitable habitats for year-round occupancy by all mammals found
the~e. For examr~2, many jT the bats are found passing through
the area at certa n times of the year. The mountain lion has been
observed in the d¥'ea (Arnold, pers. comm., 1976), but probably does
not occur there regularly. Coyotes have not been observed in the
area since the 1940·s. Harbor seals are occasionally seen off the
coast near the mouth of the two esteros.
As is commonly true of farmland and residential areas, the
domestic cat and dog are two mammals introduced into the esteros
area. These two are often detrimental to native wildlife species.
REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
Reptiles and amphibians (Appendix H) inhabit the marshes,
grassland, wooded area, and drainages and ponds adjacent to the
esteros, where the cover and moist environment provided by stream-
side litter, logs, rocks, and trees provides the required habitat.
A common inhabitant of Estero de San Antonio and adjacent
freshwater ponds is the western pond turtle. Normally seen basking
in the sun along the shorelines, it quickly retreats to the safety
of the water once disturbed. Other reptiles known to occur in
the area include the western fence lizard, gopher snake, western
terrestrial garter snake, and aquatic garter snake. One poisonous
species, the western rattlesnake, is known to inhabit upland areas
adjoining the esteros.'
4mphibians known to inhabit the estero environs include the
Ca'lifornia newt, California slender salamander, western toad, and
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the Pacific tree frog. Additional species likely to occur include
Ensatina in the forested areas; arboreal salamanders in the coastal
live-oak areas; and the bullfrog in the marsh and pond areas.
MARINE INVERTEBRATES
Data on marine invertebrate populations of the Estero de San
Antonio are more detailed than those available for Estero Americana;
however, collections are definitely not complete, and the occurrence
of any species listed (Appendix I) is quite possible in both esteros.
Crustaceans
The sandy bottom near the mouth of Estero de San Antonio
swarms with mysid crustaceans, such as the opossum shrimp, and a
common shrimp, Heptacarpus paludicola. This latter shrirnp and
the bay pipefish are very common along the shores in a~eas of sub-
merged pickleweed and eel grass. The amphipods
Anisogammarus and Corophi~~ are common in sub-
strate along the shoreline, constructing tubes
in the mud and silt. All of these crustaceans
provide important links in the estuarine food
webs as part of the diet of fish and birds
(Green, 1968). Fish food preference studies in
the Estero Anleri cano i nd i cate amphi pods and some
decapod crustaceans are the most common food of small marine fish
(Friese, 1969)
A rare freshwater shrimp, Syncaris pacifica~ has been reported
to have existed in Stemple Creek in past years, but habitat of the
present creek and drainage is considered II no longer viable [for
this species, and] cannot be rehabilitated" (Hedgpeth, 1975).
The mouth areas of Esteros de San Antonio and Americana appear
also to be a nursery ground for juvenile Dungeness crabs, Cancer
magister. Test fishing by the California Department of Fish and
Game has shown an abundance of 1975 year class juvenile crabs just
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under the legal catch size (6-1/2 inches) to be present in Estero
de San Antonio. Investigators are trying to identify crab nursery
areas and determine their importance to Bay Area Dungeness crab
populations which are at present lower than historical levels.
Preliminary data indicate that bays and estuaries, particularly
San Pablo and northern San Francisco bays, provide nursery area for
a high proportion of those Dungeness crabs now taken in the commer-
cial crab catch in the Gulf of the Farallones.
Although Dungeness crabs spawn in the ocean, a portion of the
hatch finds its way into estuaries. Newly-spawned crab eggs are
attached to the swimmerets of the abdominal segment of the adult
female, forming a sponge-like mass. Egg-bearing females are found
within varying ocean depths, including the surf zone. The peak
hatching months in California waters are December and January;
during some early life history stage, young forms of Dungeness crab
are carried by currents into bays and estuaries where they find
favorable nursery habitat.
Although the amount of crab nursery area provided by the esteros
is relatively small, it may make an important local contribution when
the entrance sand bars are open to exchange juvenile crabs with the
ocean. Maintenance of the esteros' mouths in an open condition
from May through June and, if water conditions become stagnant,
in October and November would maximize the esteros' contribution
as crab nursery area. After November, rain flows usually keep
the entrances open in normal rainfall years.
Prolonged closure of the esteros creates stagnant water, reduced
depths, and crowding. Mortality becomes high because of unsuitable
substrate, poor water quality, cannibalism, and predation. This
situation occurred in 1976, a dry year. During that summer, Dunqe-
ness crabs were most abundant in Estero de San Antonio where crab
ring nets fished for 15- to 20-minute periods produced 80 to 100
young crabs. No growth was evident in four months of sampling and
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Estero Americano wetlands habitats provide feeding and resting sites for
migrating and resident waterfowl and shorebirds. (Calif. Dept. of Fish &
Game photo)
Department of Fish and Game investigations indicate the importance of
Estero Americano wetlands as nursery grounds for the commercial Dunge-
ness crab. (Calif. Dept. of Fish & Game photo)
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abundance and distribution declined steadily over the time period.
In addition to benefiting Dungeness crab production, keeping the
entrances open could be expected to maintain an improved environ-
ment for other marine invertebrates and fishes, including starry
flounders and striped bass.
Mollusks and Others
The bay mussel, Mytilus edulis~ occurs in Estero
de San Antonio more commonly on eel grass than on
other submerged substrates. Common littleneck clams
and sand clams are found in the sandy mud near the
mouth of Estero de S~n Antonio. The soft-shell clam has been
collected in both esteros. Hydroid coelenterates, ribbon worms,
nematodes, and annelid worms occur on or in the bottom substrate
or in eel grass beds in the esteros, and bay and hermit crabs are
also comnlon inhabitants.
Two large rocks near the usual mouth of Estero de San Antonio
exhibit the remnants of the rocky shore community which is common
immediately to both sides of the Estero mouth on the ocean side.
One inhabitant of these rocks, the common sea star Pisaster
ochraceus~ was observed from March through July, 1976, to withstand
extreme changes in water temperature and salinity (Studley, 1976) .
INSECTS
While precise information about the insect fauna is not avail-
able, species inhabiting Estero Americano and Estero de San Antonio
are expected to be similar to those found nearby. Insect collections
(Appendix J) have been made by a local entomologist in estuarine
portions of Walker Cr~ek and Tomales Bay (Peterson, 1976), as well
as extensively.along the coast (Peterson, 1972-1976).
Throughout the esteros, from the marine mouth areas to the
fresher water, upper areas which become Americano and Stemple
creeks, one of the dominant insect groups of true flies are the midges.
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Nearshore fish feed on the larval and pupal stages of these diatom~
ivore flies (Paraclunio spp) which are also important in the diets
of waterfowl in some areas. Early stages of other midges are common
in the diet of fish ·found in fresher water areas of the esteros.
Throughout all regions where organic ooze and diatomaceous or
other algal materials accumulate, the often-numerous shore flies
are found. Many of the la'rval forms live in the upper layers of
mud, providing food for probers like the shorebirds (Page and Stenzel,
1975). The long-legged flies are ubiquitous predators, with species
of AphrosyZus feeding alon9 the seashore, and species of Hydrophopus
hunting prey in the upper estuaries. Small dung flies scavenge over
the entire area.
Insect populations of the esteros may be adversely affected by
human-induced alterations of the habitat, such as pollution of the
water with livestock wastes, as well as livestock trampling and
grazing of streamside vegetation and substrate, where many insects
pupate or live as larvae.
Insect populations of California1s coastal wetlands require
further study in order to fully understand the biotic communities
of estuaries and their interrelationships.
SPECIAL BIOTIC AREAS
The Esteros Americano and de San Antonio watersheds include a
number of smaller areas or biotic communities which are distinguished
by unusual vegetation of h'igh wildlife value (Plate 6). While some
of these features are unique to one estero or the other, several are
shared by both. Numbers throughout this discussion refer to areas
located on Plate 6.
Features Found at Both Esteros
Upland hillsides surrounding the mouth of both esteros and
bordering the esteros to a point roughly one mile inland provide
a combination of varied, relatively undisturbed habitat types. This
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interspersion of coastal pralrle, coastal scrub, riparian ravines
and seeps, coastal strand, and grassland creates areas with high
habitat value for many species of wildlife. In addition, restricted
public access has left these areas relatively undisturbed, further
enhancing their attractiveness to wildlife.
On the coastal and estuarine bluffs of both esteros are
1oca lly common popul at ions of roc k cress (Arabis blepharophy lla), -an
endemic wildflower classified as rare by the California Native Plant
Society (1974). Other plants of phytogeographic significance are
found in the vicinity of the esterase These-plants are uncommon
elsewhere in the region; some of them approach their southernmost
distribution at the esteros. Some examples include western choke-
cherry (Prunus virginiana var. demissa) and Douglas hawthorne
(Crataegus douglasii) in the bay groves, two sedges (Carex pansa
and C. tracyi athrostachys) and cursed buttercup (Ranunculus
sceleratus) in the brackish marshes, and local varieties of lupine
(Lupinus densiflorus var. crinitus) and bindweed (Convolvulus
oceidentalis var. Saxicola) in the grasslands and along coastal
bluffs.
Areas of open brackish water, marshland, and mudflats that
receive extensive use by resident, migratory and wintering water-
fowl, wading birds, and shorebirds are prominent features of
both esteros. During highwater and the winter migratory period,
the full area outlined as biotic area #1 on the Esteros de San
Antonio and Americana species area map (Plate 6) is used by visit-
ing species; a correspondingly smaller area is used during the
drier summer months', primarily by shorebirds.
Freshwater features common to both esteros create valuable
wildlife habitat by supplying drinking water and well-developed
vegetation, which is used by animals as cover, nesting sites, hunting
areas, and so on. Established riparian vegetation along drainage
ravines provides habitat for such species as the Cooper's hawk.
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A good example is located at Estero Americano (#2); more numerous
examples occur along Estero de San Antonio. Freshwater seeps
provide a similar habitat enhancement, numerous example of which
are located at Estero Americano .
The scientific, aesthetic, and even potentially economic value
of vernal pools has been well-documented (Jain, 1976). Unusual
environmental conditions associated with these seasonally wet
pools has resulted in the evolution of highly specialized plant
species, such as Howell·s bentgrass AZopecurus howeZZi) , a plant
identified in a vernal pool (near #2). Although not mapped, vernal
pools are likely to occur throughout the grasslands surrounding
both esteros.
Three species of animals that are listed as rare and endangered
by both federal and state agencies (Federal Register, 1976; Cal.
Dept. Fish and Game, 1976) are known to occur in the vicinity of
the esteros. Brown pelicans {PeZicanus occidentaZis caZifornicusJ
feed and rest in the open water areas of both esteros during late
summer, fall, and early winter. Bald eagles {HaZiacetus Zeuco-
cephaZus ZeucocephaZusJ have been known to occur along the coast
in the vicinity of the esteros, especially during migration.
Features Found at Estero Americano
Certain features unique to the area are found only along
Estero Americano. Along the upper reaches of Estero Americano, a
freshwater marsh (#3) provides wildlife habitat that is particularly
valuable in this general setting of dry uplands and largely saline
or brackish water. During dry years the freshwater marsh is
confined to small areas on 'either side of the estuary, but develops
during wet years to the extent shown on the map. This spot is
particularly attractive to many species of birds, mammals, reptiles,
and amphibians; in addition to the habitat attributes usually
associated with freshwater marshes, the old bay groves that flank
the marsh and extend to Valley Ford-Estero Lane increase the diver-
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sity of available cover, nesting sites, roosting places, and food
sources. Proximity to the freshwater marsh correspondingly enhances
the ha'bitat value of the bay groves. Bitter cherry (Prunus
emarginataJ, a plant found only sparingly in the area, grows in the
bay groves along Estero Americano.
In the channel of the estero, roughly one-quarter mile upstream
from the nlouth, is a bed of eel grass (Zostera mar1:na) (#4). Eel
grass provides a substrate for life stages of many invertebrates,
including amphipods, annelids, coelenterates, and gastropods. It
functions as valuable spawning habitat and a place for the attach-
ment of eggs of ,the Pacific herring (Clupea harengusJ. This
associated fauna, as well as the eel grass itself, provides a rich
food source for many other vertebrate and invertebrate species.
Within the coastal scrub along Estero Americano (#5), occur
small, isolated patches of a plant association unique in this region:
scraggly, bare-branched Douglas fir, growing with blue blossom
(Ceanothus thyrsiflorusJ, salal (Gaultheria shaZZonJ, and huckle-
berry (Vaccinium ovatumJ. This association is typical of a more
heavily forested environment and may represent a remnant of a
plant community or success'ional stage that once grew more exten-
sively in this area. A plant listed as rare by the California
Native Plant Society (1974), (Dichondra donnellianaJ, is located
on the north side of Estero Americano, about one mile inland from
the marsh (#6).
Features Found at Estero de San Antonio
On the south side of Estero de San Antonio, extending inland
from the coast for roughly three-quarters of a mile (#7), is an
extensive patch of coastal prairie. Although a few patches occur
along Estero Ameri~ano, this plant community is most well-developed
here. In other places, human activities like grazing or develop-
ment have converted coasta") prairie into coastal scrub or grass-
land, making this remaining area one of particular value and
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interest. Several native plant species that are uncommon or that
reach the southernmost limit of their distribution in this area are
locally common in the coastal prairie. These include native peren-
nial grasses (Pestuca caZifornica~ CaZamagrostis nutkaensis~ and
Deschampsia caespitosaJ and gentian (Gentiana oregana).
Numerous unmapped freshwater seeps occur along the hillsides
of Estero de San Antonio. Along with the numerous riparian ravines
mentioned above, these moist areas increase vegetational diversity
and biomass and provide valuable wildlife habitat in the dry upland
areas. Seep thistle (Cirsium breweriJ, known from only one other
spot in the county, occurs in the seep areas along this estero.
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCE USE
LAND OWNERSHIP AND USE
The State of California, acting through the State Lands Commis-
sion, is the owner of all tide and submerged lands in Estero de San
Antoni 0 and Estero Ameri cano. Lands adjacent to these two esteros
are privately owned; as a result, there is free public access to
the water only from the public roads crossing the esteros and from
the Pacific Ocean.
Agriculture continues, from its historic beginnings, as the
primary use of the lands surrounding the esteros. Dairying and
sheep and cattle grazing are at present the major agricultural
industries in the area. In addition to these major agricultural
uses, some farms in the area raise turkeys." Past agricultural
land uses have included row crops of corn, beets, potatoes, onions,
oats, and hay. Some small areas of these crops continue today,
but the primary agriculture use now is grazing. Estero Americano
was reportedly a navigable body of water in the late 1880·s and
was used for shipping potatoes to market.
LAND USE PLANNING AND REGULATIONS
Coastal Planning
The Sonoma and Marin county governments have direct responsi-
bility for land use planning in the estero area. However, the
local programs developed for this area by the two jurisdictions
are subject to review and approval by the North Central Coast
Regional Coastal Commission.
County General" Plans require evaluation to determine the
degree of modification they wiill need in order to comply with
provisions of the California Coastal Act of 1976. The Act extends
the jurisdictional boundary of the California Coastal Commission in
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the area of the esteros (Plate 2) to include the watersheds of both
waterways in the coastal zone. Under the Act each local government
must prepare a program for that portion of the coastal zone within
its jurisdiction. Until the local governments have prepared their
coastal programs, they have relinquished their final authority to
issue permits or give approval to development proposals in the
coastal zone. Completion of the Marin County coastal program is
expected in 1977 and the Sonoma County program, in 1978.
County Planning
The Marin County General Plan designates Esteros Americano and
de San Antonio as IIconservation zones ll , however, specific plans for
implementation of this concept do not presently exist. The lands
surroundi'ng the est.eros in Marin County have been designated as
"agricultural". In Sonoma County (north of Estero Americano) the
lands also are designated for agricultural use, except for the
communities of Valley Ford and Bloomfield. ·The proposed Sonoma
County General Plan desi·gnates t·hese ·areas as rural communities and
allows residential and cOl1111ercial land use in the towns and their
immediate environs.
Permitting Agencies' and Districts
While the aforementioned local and regional agencies are
responsible for land use planning and land use decisions in the
esteros, there are other public agencies which have penmit powers
in the estero area.
The u.S. Army Corps of Engineers has jurisdiction over all
navigable waterways, their tributaries, and adjacent wetlands.
In the esteros, the Corps has jurisdiction up to the Mean Higher
High Water line (MHHW). Any development, dredging, filling, or
diking in this area of jurisdiction requires a permit from the
Corps of Engineers.
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The North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board has
pennit issuing authority ave}" any waste discharge on to land or
water in the esteros. Their current program of water quality moni-
toring and setting of discharge requirements is aimed at producing
water quality in the esteros which will comply with state and
federal regulations.
State Lands Division has direct control over the lands and
waterways to which they claim title. In the esteros their juris-
diction includes all tide and submerged lands.
GENERAL RESOURCE USE
Present use of the biological resources of Esteros Americano
and de San Antonio is primarily by local private landowners. There
also is some limited use of the esteros by others for recreational,
educational, and scientific purposes. Limited commercial fishing
takes place at the mouth of the esteros and along the coastline
between them when surf and topsmelt are harvested with A-frame
nets by day and night. Hunting is not prohibited in the esteros
but is not reported as a predominant use. Primarily due to the
lack of public access to the esteros by either road or boat
launching areas, most use by persons other than local landowners
has been restricted to personnel of public agencies or students
of educational institutions. These access restrictions are also
responsible for the somewhat natural state which still exists
in the esteros.
Recreational Use
Because of the lack of public access, recreational use of the
esteros has been primarily limited to local residents. Access is
available to local, residents by private roads and boats.
In the past, sport fishing for striped bass, starry flounder,
and steelhead and silver salmon was common by local residents. A
decrease in the bass fishing over the last five years has been
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noticed by local residents. Steel head fishing by local residents
has also declined in the esteros. Rainbow trout are present in
some impoundments in" tributaries to upper Estero de San Antonio.
Some small impoundments on tributaries to upper Estero de San
Antonio have been privately stocked periodically with largemouth
bass, green sunfish and bluegill. California Department of Fish
and Game has not carried out a stockinq program in either estero
or their tributaries.
Local residents hunt waterfowl, deer, and quail in the esteros
and surrounding uplands. Hunting pressure has reportedly declined
in recent years.
Nature Study
Use of the esteros by individuals or groups for nature study,
such as birdwatching, also has been limited to local residents
and, with prior approval, to scientific or educational groups.
The waterfowl and shorebird habitats of the esteros provide areas
and subjects appropriate to such non-appropriative uses by limited
numbers of interested persons.
Educational/Scientific Study
The tidal wetlands of the California coast provide unique and
valuable educational opportunities to those studying our natural
resources. Recent public agency plans and programs for the Calif-
ornia coastal resources attempt to assure the preservation of these
areas for future benefit. The Coordinating Council for Higher
Education has emphasized the need for knowledge and understanding
of the physical and biological conditions governing these wetland
areas, in order to adequately plan for their future management
(Rechnitzer, 1970).
The esteros have been the subject of past preliminary studies
on fish, marine invertebrates, and algal populations, as well as
chemical and physical parameters. The value of these unique
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estuarine communities is increased by their proximity to the San
Francisco Bay Area educational institutions offering degrees in
the marine sciences. These include Sonoma State College, the
University of California at Berkeley (Bodega Marine Laboratory),
University of the Pacific Marine Station, and Santa Rosa Junior
College. Scientific and educational use of the esteros has been
limited by the lack of access to them except on private roads or
through private lands.
Recent scientific surveys of the esteros have been initiated
by California Department of Fish and Game and Regional Water Quality
Control Board personnel. Continued data collection on the water
quality of the areas will provide basic infonmation on the effective-
ness of programs designed to collect agricultural wastes and reduce
runoff of agricultural wastewater. This program has been put into
effect in order to meet federal and state water quali~y requirements.
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PROBLEMS AND USE CONFLICTS
The location of estuaries between land and ocean not only
makes them unique and productive communities but als~ gives them
attractive qualities for many uses by human societies. In California,
these uses have increased to the degradation and in some cases elimin-
ation of the estuarine biol,ogical community 'itself. The wetlands
associated with the interface between land and the ocean in Calif-
ornia have been reduced by 70 percent since 1900.
EXISTING ZONING AND~PLANNED LAND'USE
Existing zoning in some areas'of the esteros watersheds is not
consistent with the respective general plan land use de~ignations
of those areas. The land which lies immediately south of the mouth
of Estero de San Antonio is zoned A-2, designating a minimum require-
ment of two acres for every home in the zoning district (Plate 7).
However, the Marin County General Plan designates this area as "con-
servation zone" and "agricultural-rural open space ll • This zoning
classification and planned land use discrepancy is even more significant
since Marin County has already rezoned the rest of the area A-60
{one unit per 60 acres) in order to bring the area's zoning ,into
conformance with the adopted General Plan. The A-2 zone south of
Estero de San Antonio includes the Oceana Marin subdivision and the
undeveloped lands lying north of the existing residential development
and extending to the Estero. These lands are expected to be brought
into conformity with the countywide plan in the future.
Approximately two-thirds ofihe----esterowatershed area in Sonoma
County is zoned Agricultural Preserve (AE) (Plate 7). Under this
zoning designation, parcels are restricted to a minimum of 200 acres.
Parcels in this area are each under annually renewable contracts with
Sonoma County to keep the land in agricultural use. The remaining
third of the watershed in Sonoma County is zoned A-2 (one residence
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per two acre parcel). Adjoining lands to the north, outside the
esteros watershed, which are zoned P-C (planned commercial) are the
site of Bodega Harbour Development. Designation by the proposed
Sonoma County General Plan of these lands for agricultural use is not
consistent with their existing A-2 zoning.
A local coastal program for Marin County coastal lands will
probably be adopted in 1977. Zoning designations consistent with
that program may then be expected. A Sonoma County coastal program
is not anticipated until 1978; however until that time the North
Central Region Coastal Comm';ssion has adopted a policy of restricting
any further urban expansion in the Bodega Bay area. This policy
position is obviously not as protective of the esteros as would be
zoning designations reflecting agricultural use.
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
In the last decade, the demand for second and retirement homes
in California has brought subdivision pressure on agricultural
lands in Marin and Sonoma counties. Surrounding lands north and
south of the esteros watersheds contain large residential subdivi-
sions. Just south of Estero de San Antonio, adjacent to the commu-
nity of Dillon Beach, is Oceana Marin, a private residential sub-
division; and to the north of Estero Americano lies Bodega Bay and
its associated residential and second-home developments, including
the Bodega Harbour subdivision .
Oceana Marin is a single-family home development designed for
families retired from the work force, or families seeking a seond
home. The subdivision plan contains 262 lots, 15% of which had
been built on by April 1977. No further subdivison is included in
existing plans. "Overall Conditions for Oceana MarinI! were adopted
by the North Central Coast Regional Commission on September 20,
1973, and revised on March 21, 1974. These conditions place design
geologic restraints on the future development of lots in the Oceana
Marin Subdivision. Additional conditions require a public pedestrian
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easement to the beach at the end of Kailua Way in the subdivision.
A policy also has been adopted for establishment of a public pedes-
trian trail dedicated to the County of Marin along the coastal bluffs.
As proposed, this pedestrian access would extend from Kailua Way in
Oceana Marin north to the Beach at Estero de San Antonio. This
proposed pedestrian trail would provide limited access to the beach
and mouth of Estero de San Antonio. Public use of this trail and
the b~ach is expected to be high seasonally.
All development proposals must first be approved by the Bodega
Bay Preserve Design Committee, Oceana Marin homeowners' association,
which has established a set of development criteria including: soils
and geology, siting, drainage, design motif, materials, colors and
landscaping. Because of past severe problems with landslides,
slumpi.ng, and erosion, the Coastal Comnission requires site-specific
foundation recommendations for development plans as well as a program
of"geol.ogic maintenance for common or open space lands.
Intensive urban development has begun to take place on Bodega
Bay north of the Estero Americana. A proposed 4l-1ot subdivision of
the Bloomfield Ranch on Americano Creek was denied by Sonoma County
in 1973. The most recent subdivision in the area is the Bodega Harbour
Development, a 725 lot subdivision, which is located just north of
the Estero Americano's wathershed. Lands located between the Bodega
Harbour Development and Estero Americana's watershed may be subject
to future urban expansion pressures.
Pressures for development of this land are sure to increase /in
the future. Local landowners indicate that use of the land for agri-
cultural production or grazing is becoming less and less profitable
with the rising costs of property taxes and shortages of water.
The economic feasibility of continuing agricultural use cannot be
assured without state or local tax programs, and/or legislation. This
urb~n residential use of land will have a longer lasting adverse impact
on the environment than traditional agricultural use of the land.
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Increased water quality problems, noise, and other disturbances from
human intrusion would detrimentally affect the natural flora and fauna.
WATER QUALITY
Esteros Americano and de San Antonio are in the Regional Water
Quality Control Board - N0rth Coast Region - Basin lB. A Water Quality
Control Plan for this basin was adopted July, 1975. Beneficial uses
for the Bodega Bay subbasin include: agricultural supply, industrial
service supply, commercial and naval shipping, water contact recreation,
non-contact water recreation, ocean commercial and sport fishi,ng, cold
freshwater habitat, preservation of areas of special biological signi-
ficance, wildlife habitat, marine habitat, fish migration, fish spawn-
ing, and shellfish harvesting.
The major problem jeopardizi.ng the implementation of these
beneficial uses for the esteros is ,agricultural wastewater management.
Sampli.ng in Estero de San Antonio has shown a dramatic increase in
the biological oxygen demand (BOD), nitrogen, phosphates, and total dis-
solved solids af the water after the first winter rains in the area, due
to livestock wastes being carried into the stream by surface runoff.
Discharge permits have been issued to the dairy operators in this area
to prevent continued degradation of Stemple Creek and the Estero de
San Antonio. Water quality data from both esteros indicate higher
pollution levels in Estero de San Antonio than in Estero Americano
during runoff periods. This is probably due to a less intensive
agricultural use of the upstream watershed of Americana.
The North Coast Region Water Quality Control Board has adopted
resolutions that all dairies in the region will be required to be
in full compliance with all provisions of the IIMinimum Guidelines
for the Protection of W'ater Quality from Animal Wastes ll at the
earliest practicable date but not later than September 1, 1978.
The regional board is currently conduct~ng a survey of status of
compliance with these guidelines and estimates that 75 percent of the
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dairies are in some stage of action of compliance varying from
beginning plans to total compliance with the regulations. The Sonoma
and Marin county dairy waste committees will be requested to provide
periodic progress reports in developing facilities to meet the guide-
lines. This program is being enacted to enforce the Water Pollution
Control Act of 1972 which prohibits discharge of wastes to surface
water without a federal permit. The State has the authority to
administer this permitting program in California.
In Marin County all dairies have been surveyed by an engineer
for the u.s. Soil Conservation Service. He has formulated plans and
costs for each dairy to comply with new requirements. This service
was provided free to all dairies and the same program has just begun
for Sonoma County dairies., The Marin County Dairy Wastes Pollution
Control Program funds salaries for the engineers of this program
in Marin and will reimburse dairy owners for costs of dairy pollu-
'tion control devices at a rate of 25% of total capital costs, payable
in five equal annual installments. These payments to dairies in
fiscal year 1975-1976 approximated $25,000. Sonoma County does not
currently have such a funding program.
Anti-pollution facilities include holding ponds, spray irriga-
tion systems for summer disposal of collected run-off waters,
and loafing or IIfree stall II barns. These barns have been shown to
increase winter milk production as well as decrease run-off water
problems.
Given enforcement of the current water anti-pollution program
as set by the Regional Water Quality Control Board, it seems safe to
assume that the existing water quality problem which mars both esteros
will be solved by late 1978.
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Trampled pickleweed marsh, increased sedimentation, and agricultural
runoff waters are problems associated with agricultural land use
immediately adjacent to the Esteros. (Calif. Dept. of Fish & Game
photo by Tom Studley)
Closer to Stemple Creek, Estero De San Antonio changes character, and
the alluvial plains provide farmhouse sites. (Calif. Dept. of Fish &
Game photo by Tonl Stud1 ey)
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SEDIMENTATION
Coastal lands in the Bodega Bay-Tomales Bay area have a long
history of sedimentation problems. The combination in the esteros
watersheds of past potato farming practices, overgrazing, and moder-
ately erodible Steinbeck-Los Osos soils has resulted in an extensive
loss of open water. In the late 19th century, Estero Americano was
reportedly a navigable waterway used for shipping pdtatoes.
More recent erosion problems have been caused by the cattle and
sheep which graze on the watershed lands and trample the pickleweed
of the seasonal brackish marsh. Grazing cattle also cave in the banks
of the esteros and tributary streams; thus adding to siltation of the
channel. Examples of this are more prominent in the upper flood plain
reaches of both esteros. Livestock graziDg in the estero watersheds
should be at "moderate" levels whenever possible.
Residential development south of Estero de San Antonio, in the
Oceana Marin subdivision, has resulted in extreme landslides, slumping
and erosional problems in that area. These past problems and the
deep gullies in the dirt roads leading to the mouth of Estero de
San Antonio are indicative of the potential sedimentation hazards of
the area. Development plans for all Bodega Bay areas should include
data concerning their impacts on erosion and sedimentation processes.
Changes in these processes in areas as far away as the coastal town
of Bodega Bay and Doran Spit can ultimately affect the esteros by
changing offshore sediment loads which form the seasonal sand bars.
Coastal Comlission conditions on future development of lots in
Oceana Marin, south of Estero·de San Antonio, require site specific
foundation recommendations by a soils engineer. When possible geologic
problems are indicated, an in-depth professional report is required
to demonstrate the ability of the parcel to be developed without
causing a significant change such as landslide, erosion, or cliff
retreat.
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NATIVE GRASSES
Agros tis exa,luta ** Bentgrass X
Agrostis palustris Red top X
A lOpeCUI)US howe lll: i ** Howell's bentgrass X
B110rrrus mLlI1ginatus Ca 1i fornia brome X X X
Calamagf)ostis nutkaensis Reedgrass X X X
Deschamps-ia cuesp-itosa ssp. Tufted hair'grass X X
flu Loi fo l'~mls
VeschamlJsia e longa ta * Slender hairgrass X
Distichl'is spieata oal'o Sa 1tgrass X X X
s to lon-i lel'a
Elylflus 9 laucus f{yegrass X X X
ElymuH vanaouvel'ensis Ryegrass X
Pes tuca (Ja l ij(JlnieQ California fescue X X X X
Pestuca l?ulJl)(l X X
l/()):~dculfl lJI'(le!lyLlrt t:hel)Um X
Hot~dewn delJl)eSSum Wi ld barley X X
Mel.1:ea f.ol'·r1cyana X
[Joa douylasii * Dune bluegrass X
-~_._-_.__.._-------_ .._-_._-
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americano.
l/ Thomsen, Cr'a 19, '1976.
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NATIVE GRASSES (Cant.)
St1.:pa pu lef'a Needlegrass X X
INTRODUCED GRASSES
Airu caryophylla HClirgrass X X X X
An'B'nophi la arenaria European beachgrass X
Avena bm"bata Wild oats X X X X
Briza minor QlJa~ing grass X
Br-omuB diandr'lU8 Ripgut X X X X X X
Br017UlS rno Zlis Soft chess X X X X X
CyYlOSUf'UB echi.natus Dogtail X
Dactylis glomerata * Orchard grass X
Festuca dcrtonensis Fescue X X X
110 l,CUB lanatus Velvet grass X X X X X X X
Hordeu.m genieulatwn Wi ld barl ey X
Hordeum lepor£num Farmers foxtail X X
Dol1:wn mult;iflol'W17 Italian ryegrass X X X X
Lol£um pepenne Perennial ryegrass X
Parnpho l1~B -in.cUM,'a * Sickle grass X
Phleum pral:ense X
-------_._-. -
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americana.
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INTRODUCED GRASSES (Cant.)
Poa annua Bluegrass X X X X
Polypogon ~nterruptus X X
Polypogon monspeliensis Rabbitsfootgrass X X X X
CYPERACEAE (SEDGES)
Carex athrostachya X
Carex barbarae X
Carex bo landelJi * X
Carex obnupta X
Carex pansa ** X
Carex tracyi ** X
Carex tumicola X
Eleocharis macrostachya Spike rush X X X
Scirpus acutus Common tule X
Scirpus americanus Three square X X
Scirpus cernuus var. californi- X X X
cus
...
Scirpus koilolepis X
Scirpus microcarpus X
Scirpus maritimus **
X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americano.
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JUNCACEAE (RUSHES)
Junaus balticUB Baltic rush X X
Juncus boldnderi Bolander's rush X
.JunCU$ bufonius Toad rush X X
JuncU$ effusU8 var. brunneus X X X
JunCUB effusus var. paaificus X
JW1CUB leseurii X X X
Juncus patens X X
FERNS AND ALLIES
Aaolta filiauloides Water fern X
Adiantum jordanii Cal~fornia maidenhair X X X
Athyrium felix-femina Comnon lady fern X X
Dryopteris arguta Coastal wood fern X X X
Equisetum arvense Horsetail X X
Equisetum hyemcle var. robustwn Giant scouring rush X
Equisetwn sp. Horsetails X
Pellaea andromedaefoliq * Coffee fern X
Pityrogramma triangularis* Goldback fern X
Polypodium californiown* Licorice fern X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americana.
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FERNS AND ALLIES (Conto)
Polystichum munitum Shield fern X X X X X
pteridium aquilinum varo Western bracken X X X Xpubescen8
Woodwardia fimbriata .Western chatn fern X
NATIVE HERBS
Abronia latifolia * Sand verbena X
Acaena californica California acaena X X
Achillea borealis varo cali- Yarrow X X X Xfornica
Agoseris apargioide8 var. Seaside dandelion X X
eastzuoodiae
Ali8ma triviale ** Water plantain X
Allium sppo Wild onion X X X
Allocarya bracteata Bracted allocarya X X
Amsinckia spectabilia Coast fiddleneck X
Anaphalis margaritacea Pearly everlasting X X
Angelica hendersonii* Henderson's angelica X
Arabia blepharophylla* R-E Rock cress X
Arm~ria maritima varo califor- Sea thrift X X
n-z-ca
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americanoo
R-E Rare and/or Endangered - California Native Plant Society
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NAT IVE HERBS (Conf.)
Artemisia douglasiana Mugwort X
-
Aster ohilensis Aster X X X
Atriplex patula v~. hastata Fat hen X
Baccharis pilularis Prostrate coyote bush X X
Bowle8ia inaana * Powlesia X
Brodiaea hyacinthina *. White brod1aea X
Brodiaea la~ Triteleia X X
Brodiaea pulohella Common brodiaea X X
Brodiaea terrestri8 Dwarf brodiaea X X
CaZand.rinia ciliata var. men- Re~ maid X X
aiesif,
CalochortU8 tOUniei ** Pussy-ears X X
Calystegia purpurata 88po8axicola Morning glory X X
Calystegia 80ldanelLa * Beach morning glory X
Camiasonia ohieranthifolia * Dune sun cup X
CamiB80nia ovata Sun cup X
Cardionema ramoaiS8imum * X
Castilleja latifolia Paintbrush X X X
Castilleja latifolia var. Paintbrush X X
wightii
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americana.
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NATIVE HERBS (Conto)
Cerast-ium arvense Native chickweed X
Chlorogalum pomeridianum Soap plant X X X
f alrysopsis villosa ( X X I l I 1 , 1 I 1 I
Cicuta sp. ** Wa ter hemlock X
Cirsium breweri var. wrangelii* Seep thistle X
Cit'sium coulteri Cobweb thistle X X ..
Cirsium quercetorum Brownie thistle X X
Clarkia amonea Farewell-to-spring X
Clarkia graci l1:S * X
Co llint3ia bartsiaefo lia * Chinese houses X
Corethrogyne californica X X
Cryptantha leiocarpa * Coast cryptantha X
Cryptantha torreyana ** Torrey's cryptantha X
Cuscuta salina * Salt marsh dodder X
Delphi11.ewn decorwn ssp_ decorum* Blue larkspur X
Delphineum nudicale Red larkspur X X
Dentaria californica Milk-maids X
Dichondra donnelliana ** R-E California dichondra X
Dodecatheon hendersonii Shooting star X
Dudleya farinosa * Live-forever X
-----
_._----~----~- -
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americanoo
R-E Rare and/or Errlangered - Cal ifornia Native Plant Society
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NATIVE HERBS (Cont.)
EPilobium wat80nii var. fran- Willow-herb X
aisoanum
Erigeron (} laUCUB* Seaside daisy X
Eriophyllum lanatum var. arach- Golden yarrow X
noidewn
El'yngium armatUJ7l Coyote thistle X X X
E8Chscholzia caZifol'nica Ca 1i fornia poppy X X X X
Fragaria 8p. Strawllerry X X X
Frankenia gl'andifolia Frankenia X
Franseria chamisBonis Silver beach weed X
Franseria chamissonis var. bi- X
p'innatiseata
Galium californicwn Bedstraw X X
GaZium nuttallii X X X
Gaultheria shallon** Salal X
Gentiana oregana Gentian X
Cilia capitata Globe gilia X X
Gnaphalium californicum Cudweed X
Gnaphalium chilense Cudweed X X X X X
Gnaphalium palu8tre ** Cudweed X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americano.
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NATIVE HERBS (Cont.)
Gnaphaliwn purpurewn Cudweed X X X
Grindelia rubicaulis
. Gum plant X X
Helenium puberulum Sneeze weed X X
Heliotropium curassavicwn var. Heliotrope X
oculatwn
Hemizonia congesta White tarweed X X
Hemizonia multicaulis Coast tarweed X
Heracleum lanatum Cow parsnip X X X
Hesperocnide tenella ** X
Heuchera pilosissima X X
Hydrocoty le ranuncu lo-ides ** Marsh pennywort X
Ir1:s douglasiana Coast iris X X X
Jawnea carnosa Jaumea X
Lasthenia chrysostoma Gold fields X
Lasthenia g laber'r{ma ** Marsh 1asthenia X X
Lasthenia macrantha X X X
Lasthenia mac~antha var. X
thalassophi la *
Lathyr'us vestitus ssp. pubel"u- Hillside pea X
lus
-
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americana.
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NATIVE HERBS (Cant.)
Layia gaillardioides Woodland gai11ardioides X X X X
Lemna Spa Duckweed X
Lilaeopsis oecidentalis** Western lilaeopsis X
Ligusticum apiifolium Celery-leaved tonnage X X
Linanthus andro8aceu8 COfTlllon l1nanthus X X X
Linanthus gllandifloruB ** X
Lithophragma affine Woodland star X
Lomatium dasycarpwn Hog parsnip X
Lonicera involucrata vapo lede- Honeysuckle X
bour·ii
Lotus humistlutus Hi 11 lotus X
Lotus purshianus X X
Lotus scoparius forma pfostratuB Coast trefoil X
Lotus subpinnatus Chile trefoil X X
Lupin-us bicolor Dove lupine X
Lupinus densiflollUS var. crini- X X
tus
Lupinu.s val-'iicolor Varied lupine X X X
Lythrum hyssopifolia Loosestrife X X X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americano.
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NATIVE HERBS (Conto)
Lonicera hispidula Vap. vacil- Honeysuckle X
lans
Mad-ia capitata X X X X
Marah fabaceous Wild cucumber X X X X X
Mimulus guttatus Yellow monkey flower X X
Monardella villosa var. francis- Pennyroyal X X
cana
Montia perfoliata Miner's lettuce X X X X
Navarettia squar~OGa Skunkweed X X
Nemophila menziesii Baby blue eyes X
Nemophila menz1:esii ssp. ato- X
maria*
Oenanthe saPmentosa Water parsley X X
~rthoearpus castillejoides Paintbrush owl's clover X X
Orthocarpus densiflorus X
Orthocarpus faucibarbatu8 Yellow owl's clover X
Oxalis pilosa X
Phacelia californica California phace1ia X X X X
Phace l ia di.s tans Fern phace1ia X X X X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americanao
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NATIVE HERBS (Cant.)
Ruppia mGl'Ji,tima X X
Sagina crassicaulis Pearl wort X
Salicornia virginica Pickleweed X
Sanicula arctopoides Bear's paws X X X
s. cpaDsicaulis Gambleweed X X
Satureja douglasii Verba buena X
Scrophularia californica Bee plant X
Sedum spathulatwn * Stonecrop X
Senecio aronicoides California butterweed X
Sidalcea mall'aeflora Checkerbloom X
Sisyrinchium be llwn Blue-eyed grass X X
Sisyrinchium californicwn * Yellow-eyed grass X
Smilacina stellata var. sessi- Slim Solomon's seal X X
l1:folia
Solanwn nodiflorum Purple nightshade X
"Solidago sp. Goldenrod X X
Sparganium euryearpwn ** Bur-reed X
Spergular'Z:a macrotheca Sand-spurrey X X
Stachys adjugoides White hedge nettle X
Stachys rigida val'J. quercetorwn Hedge nettle X X X X X X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americana.
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NATIVE HERBS (Conto)
Stachys chamis80nis Coast hedge nettle X ., X .
Tellima grmldifolia Fringe cups X X X
Trifolium barbigerum Bearded clover X
Trifolium gracilentum X
Tr-i fo l iwn worm8kj0 ldi i Cow-clover X X
Trillium chlol'opetalwn ** Tr;ll1mt X
Typha latifolia Cattails X
ljptica holoaeriaea Nettle X
Veronica ~l'ioana Speedwe 11 X X
Vicia gigantea X
Viola peduncuul.ta Johnny jump up X
Wyethia angustifolia Narrow mule ears X X X
Wyethia g labra Mule ears X X
Zostera marirlJ.1 Eel grass X
INTRODUCED HERBS
Anagallis ar1Jense Scarlet pimpernel X X X X X
Anagallis arvense forma r!aerula* X
Anthem1~.S cotu la Mayweed X
Bellis pepennis English daisy X X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonioo
** Observed only in Estero Americanao
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INTRODUCED HERBS (Cont.)
BY'assica c mpestr~is Field mustard X
Caki le maY'it1:ma Sea rocket X
Capsella bUY'sa-pastoris Shepherd's purse X X
Carduus pycnocephalus Italian thistle X X X X X
Centaurea melitensis Napa thistle
Cerastium ViSCOBUJn Chickweed X X X
Cir1si wn edu le
Cirs1:um vulgare Bull thistle X X X X X X
Conium maculatum Poison hemlock X X X
Convolvulus aY'vensis Bindweed X X
Cotula corolwpifolia Brass buttons X X
Dancus caY'ota Carrot X
Dancus pusillus Rattlesnake weed X X
Erechtites aY'guta Fireweed X
EY'cchtites pY'enanthoides Fireweed X X X X X
Erodiwn cicutal'1ium Red-stem filaree X
EY'odium moschaium White-stem filaree X
Foenl:cul urn vu19are Sweet fennel X
GCI'an-ium dZ:sseetum Geranium X X
GeY'aniwn rno lle Geranium X X X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americano.
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INTRODUCED HERBS (Cant.)
Plantago lanceolata Plantain X X X X X X X
Platystemon californicus Cream cups X
Polygonum arenastrum Knotweed X X
Potulaca oleracea Purslane X X
Prunella vulgaris var. atro- Self heal X X X X
purpurea
Ranunculus sceleratus ** Cursed buttercup X
Raphanus sativuB Wild radish X X
Rl~ex acetosella Sheep sorrel X X X X X
Rumex cr-ispus Curly dock X X X X
Rwnex pulcher Fiddle dock X
Senecio vulgaris Groundsel X X X X X X
Silene gallica Windmill pink X X X
si ly bum nuria num Milk thistle X X
Sisymby1iwn officinale Hedge mustard X
Sonchus asper Sow thistle X X X X X
Spergula arIJensis Spurrey X X
spel'lgu laria media X
Spergularia rubra Pink spurrey X X
Stellal-.ia media Chickweed X X X X X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americano.
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INTRODUCED HERBS (Cont.)
Tetragonia expansa * New Zealand spinach X
Tori lis nodo8a Hedge parsley X
Trifolium dubiwn
Trifoli'QTl reoens Creeping clover X
Vicia anGUS ti f 0 l ia Vetch X
Vicia sativa Vetch X
Vinca ma.iall Periwinkle X
Xanthium svinosum Cocklebur X X
SHRUBS
Amelanahier vallida Service berry X
Arctostaohulo8 Uva-ur8i ** pear berry X
Artemisia aaliforniaa California sagebrush X
Bacaharis pilularis var. con- Coyote brush X X X X
sanguinea
Berberis pinnata Barberry X X
Ceanothu8 thyrsiflorus Blue blossom X
Comus californica Dogwood X
Corylus cornuta var. aaliforniaa Hazelnut X X X
Crataegus douglaBii Douglas hawthorne X
* Observed only in Estero de San Anton;o.
** Observed only in Estero Americano.
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~HRUBS (Con t. )
El'iophyllum staechadifoliwn Val'. Golden yarrow X X
artemisi~efolium
Ga~l'ya elliptica ** Silk tassel X
Grindelia stricta Gum plant X
Holodiscus discolor Ocean spray X
Lupinus arbol'eus Bush lupine X X X
Mimulus aurantiacus Sticky monkey flower X
MYrica californica Wax myrtle X X X
Osmal?onia cerasiform1:s ** Oso berry X
Physocarpus capitatuB Ni nebark X
Prunus emarginata ** Bitter cherry X
Prunus virgin1:ana val'. demissa Western choke-cherry X
Rhamnus califomica Coffee berry X
Rhus diversiloba Poison oak X X X X X X X
Rihes divapi{?aium Gooseberry X
Ribes sanqul:neum val'o glutinoswn Current X
Rosa californi~a California rose X
Rosa eglanteflia Eglantine X X X
Rosa gymnocar'pa Woodland rose X X
Rubus parviflol'um var. velutinus Thi mb 1eberry X X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americanoo
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SHRUBS (Cont.)
Rubus spectabilis Val) ° franai8- Salmonberry X X X
canus
Sambucus callicarpa Red elderberry X
Sambucus caerulea Blue elderberry X X
Salix coulteri Coulter's willow X
Salix laevigata Re~ willow X
Salix lasiolepis Arroyo willow X X X X
Symphoricarpos rivulari8 Snowberry X X
Ulex eu~opaeU8 ** Gorse X
Vacainium ovatum Hucklellerry X
TREES
Ae8CU lUB califorrniaa ** California buckeye X
Alnus rubra 'Ir Red alder X X
Cupressus maarocarpa Monterey cypress X
Eucalyptus globulu8 a1ue gum eucalyptus
Malus domestica Apple X X
Pinus radiata ** Monterey pine
Populus sp.** Poplar X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonioo
** Observed only in Estero Americano.
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TREES (Cont.)
Pseudotsuga menziesii ** Douglas fir X
Umbellularia californica ** Ca 1i forni a bay X
* Observed only in Estero de San Antonio.
** Observed only in Estero Americano.
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ALGAE OF THE ESTEROS AMERICANO AND DE SAN ANTONIO
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Fami ly Estero Americana Estero de San Antonio
.,
CHLOROPHYTA BZidingia minima var. Enteromorpha fZexuosa
suhsaZsa UZveZZa mirabiZis(green algae) Enteromorpha augusta
E. cZathrata
E. intestinaZis
E. Zinza
RhisocZonium ruparium
-UZva expansa
u. rigida
U. stenophyZZa
-lflvaria oxysperrrrum
-PHAEOPHYTA EcrtooaI'pus cor-ticuUrns AZaPia mazaginata
E. tomemosus BapaZospongidion geZa-(brown algae) EgPegia menziesii tinosum
Hecaton~a strebZo- Leathesia difformis ....
rt£lft(I/;oides RaZfsia paeJifica
Macrocyst-is integrifo- Soranthera uZvoidea
Zia ,
Nezaeoaystis Zuetkeana i
Saytosiphan Zomentaria
..
RHODOPHYCOPHYTA ~ithamnion oaciden- Arrtitharrrnion gZanduZi-
taZe ferum
(red algae) A. uncina: tum Bangia fuscopu:Ppurea
Gigartina ~Zifornica Cryptosiphonia woodii
- G. harveyana De~oZithon dispar
-G. paPiZl.ata DiZsea caZifoPnica
G. boryi Endoc Zadia rrru.ricata
Gloioph Zoea confusa FaPZowia conferta
G:r-acn Zari~a velTUaosa Gigartina agaPdhii ..,
GraciZari.opsis sjoes- GZoiosiphonia verti-
tedtii ciZZaris
Iridaea eordata Vaz». GrateZoupia doryphora WI'
spenden.s G. setcheZZii
r
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Fami ly Estero Americana Estero de San Antonio
RHODOPHYCOPHYTA Iridaea lineare Gymnogongrus lepto-
(Cont.) Polysiphonia paniculata phyllus
Prionitis filiformis Halymenia californica
P. lyallii Microcladia borealis
*Rhodoglossum americanum Plocamium coccineum
R. californica var. pacificwn
Rhodymenia palmata f. Polysiphonia pacifica
mollis var. pacifica
Pterosiphonia gracilis
*Rhodoglossum americanum
Schizymenia pacifica
CYANOPHYTA Spirulina subsalsa
(blue-green Mieroco leus vaginatusAnabaena variabilis
algae) Nostoc sp.
*Species collected from both Estero Americana and Estero de San
Antonio.
SOURCE: Kjeldsen, C.K. 1971. A Checklist of the Marine Algae
in the Vicinity of California State College; Sonoma,
Marin, and Mendocino Counties.
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APPENDIX C
LICHEN OBSERVED IN ESTERO DE SAN ANTONIO AREA
CaZopZaca sp., Th.Fr.--twig of arroyo willow and Monterey cypress
Dendrographa minor--on coastal and estuarine cliffs
Desmaziera homaZea, Ach.--rock at mouth of Estero
Lepraria sp., Ach.--twig of arroyo willow and Monterey cypress
ParmeZia caperata (L.) Ach.--trunk of Oregon alder and arroyo willow
ParmeZia fZaventior, Stirt.--trunk of arroyo willow
ParmeZia gLabratuZa (Lamy.) Wyl.--twig of arroyo willow
PQT1meZia perZata (Huds.) Ach.--live branches & trunks of chapparal broom
and arroyo willow
ParmeZia suZcata, Tayl.--twig of arroyo willow and Oregon alder
Pertusaria sp., DC--on exfol 'iati ng trunk bark of Oregon alder
Physcia adescendens (Th.Fr.) Oliv.--on dead twig of Monterey cypress
RamaZina farinacea (L.) Ach.--twig of arroyo willow and Monterey cypress
RamaZina menziesii, Tayl.--twig of arroyo willow
umbiZraria sp., Hoffrn--boulder at mouth of Estero
Usnea spp., P. Br . --dead. branches of arro.yo wi 1Tow and Oregon alder
Xcmthoria poZycarpa (Ehrh.) Oliv--dead twig of arroyo willow
Source: Identifications by Rockford Thompson.
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BIRD~ OBSERVED IN ESTERQS AMERICANO AND DE SAN ANTONIO, 1975-76
page of 9
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Common Name Scientific Name os::: ou S:::C(J)s-e:t: s-.,.... 00::3QJ QJS- -,.... (/) ~
-IJe:: -IJQJ O1tt:SttS
CJ')C'C1 cnE QJ QJ.+.J
LLJ V') wc::x: ~ (/') V")
GAVIIDAE
Common loon Gavia immer X X vJR
Arctic loon G. arctica X ~lR
Red-throated loon G. steZZata X X vJR
PODICIPEDIDAE
Horned grebe Podiceps auritus X WR
Eared grebe P. caspicus X ~JR
Western grebe Aechmophorus occidentaZis X X wn
Pied-billed grebe PodiZymbus podiceps X X R
PELECANIDAE
White pelican PeZecanus erythrorhynchos X X WR
Brown pelican P. occidentaZis caZifor- X X SR
nicus
PHALACROCQRACIDAE
Double-crested cormorant PhaZacrocorax auritus X X R
Pelagic cormorant P. peZagicus X X R
Brandt's cormorant P. peneci llatus X X ~JR
ARDEIDAE
Great blue heron Ardea herodias X X R
Great egret Casmerodius aZpus X X R
Snowy egret Egretta thula X X R
Black-crowned night Nycticorax nycticorax X X /R
heron
*Seasonal Status Symbols: R =·permanent resident; WR = winter resident;
SR =·summer resident; M= migrant; V =·vagrant .
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BIRDS OBSERVED IN ESTEROS AMERICANO AND DE SAN ANTONIO, 1975-76
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ANATIDAE
vJh i st1; ng swan Glor colombianus X ~JR
r~a 11 ard Anas platyrhynchos X X R
Pintail A. acuta X X vJR
Green-wi nged teal A. c'!I'ecca caro l'inensis X X l~R
Cinnamon teal A. t!yanoptera X X SR
American wigeon A. c;yanoptera X WR
Redhead duck Aythya amePicana X ~lR
Canvasback Aythya vaZisine~ X X WR
Lesser scaup Ayt:hya affinis X WR
COll1'11on goldeneye BuaephaZa cZangula X WR
Bufflehead B. tzZbeoZa X X WR
White-winged seater Me Zanit-ta deg Zandi X X ~JR
Surf seater M. perspiciZl.ata X X ~JR
Black seater kJ. n.igpa X X ~JR
Ruddy duck Oxy·ura, j amaicensis X X R
Merganser, Un i denti fi ed X
Red-breasted merganser Mergus s err'tttaI- X WR
CATHARTI DAE
Turkey vul ture Ca1;hartes aura X X R
ACCIPITRIDAE
~~hi te-ta i 1eel ki te EZanus leucurus X X R
*Seasonal St.atus Symbols: R :: permanent resident; WR = winter resident;
SR =·summer resident; M= migrant; V = vagrant.
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BIRDS OBSERVED IN ESTEROS AMERICANO AND DE SAN ANTONIO, 1975-76
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X R
X M/WR
X WR
Common Name
SCOLOPACIDAE
Ruddy turnstone
Comm,on snipe
Long-billed curlew
Willet
Yellowlegs
Sanderling
.Pectoral sandpi per
Least sandpiper
Dunlin
Western sandpiper
Dowitcher
Marbled godwit
HAEMATOPODIDAE
Black oystercatcher
RECURVIROSTRIDAE
American avocet
PHALAROPODIDAE
Red phalarope
Wilson's phalarope
Northern phalarope
Scientific Name
Arenaria intezpPeB
CapeZZa gaZZinago
Numenius amenaaTlus
Catoptl'opho1"US semipaZmatus
T-rEnga spp.
CaZidris aZba
}lelanotos
c. rrrinuti ZZa
C. aZpina.
Ereuneter maLlI'i
Limnodramus 5 PP .
Limosa fedoa
Haematopus bachmani
Recupvirostra ameri~ana
PhaZapopus fuZ-icariuB
steganopus tp1.:CO loYJ
Lobipes Zobatus
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*~easonal Status Symbols: R = permanent resident; WR = winter resident;
SR =·summer resident; M= migrant; V = vagrant.
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BIRDS OBSERVED IN ESTEROS AMERICANO AND DE SAN ANTONIO, 1975-76
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LARIDAE
Gull, Unidentified X X
Glaucous-winged gull Larus gZaucescens X X ~JR
Western gull L. occidentaZis X X R
Herri ng gull L. argentatus X WR
California gull L. caZifornicus X X WR
Ring-billed gull L. deZawarensis X X viR
Me\v gull L. canus X· X ~JR
Bonaparte l s gull L. phi Zade Zp hia X X WR
Heerman I s gull L. heermani X M
Tern, Unidentified X
Forsterls tern Sterna forsteri X M
COLUMBIDAE
Rock dove CoZumbia Zivia X X R
.)
Mourni ng dove Zenaida macroura X X R
STRIGIDAE
Great horned owl Bubo virginianus X X R
Burrowing owl Speotyto cunicuZaria X X R
TROCHILIDAE
Hummingbird, Unidentified X
Annals hummingbird CaZypte anna X R
Rufous hummi.ngbi rd SeZasphorus rufus X M
Allenls hummingbird S. sasin X SR
*Seasonal Status Symbols: R = permanent resident; WR = winter resident;
SR =·summer resident; M= migrant; V = vagrant.
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Common Name
ALCEDINIDAE
Belted kingfisher
PICIDAE
Common fl i cker
Hairy woodpecker
Downy woodpecker
TYRANNIDAE
Black phoebe
Say·s phoebe
ALANDIDAE
Horned lark
HIRUNDINIDAE
Violet-green swallow
Tree swallow
Barn swa 11 ow
Cliff swallow
CORVIDAE
Scrub jay
Ste 11 e r •s j ay
Common raven
Common crow
PARIDAE
Bushtit
Scientific Name
MegaeeryZe alcyon
Colaptes auratus
Dendrocopos vilZosus
D. puhescens
Sayornis nigricans
S. saya
Erem'ophila alpestris
Tachycineta thaZassina
Iridoprocne bicolor
Hiru.ndo rustica
Pei;I4~ochelidon pyrrhonota
Aphelocoma coeru,Zescens
Cyanocitta stelleri
COr'V'us corax
C. .brachyrhynchos
PsaZtriparus mi'nimus
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*Seasonal Status Symbols: R =,permanent resident; WR = winter resident;
SR =: :summer resident; M=,migrant; V = vagrant.
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CHAMAEIDAE
Wrentit Chamaeafasciata X R
TROGLODYTIDAE
I House wren Troglodytes aedbn X SR
Bewick~s wren Thryomanes bewickii X X R
Long-billed marsh wren Te Zmatodytes pa lustris X X R
MIMIDAE
Mockingbird Mimus polyglottos X R
TURDIDAE
American robin TUrdus migratorius X X R
Varied thrush Ixoreus naeulus X X vIR
Hermit thrush Hylocichla gluttata X X R
Western bluebird Sialia mexicana X X R
SYLVIIDAE
Ruby-crowned kinglet Regulus calendula X X WR
MOT AC I LL IDAE
Water pipit Anthus spinoletta X WR
LANIIDAE
Loggerhead shrike Lanius ludovicianus X X R
STURN IDAE
Starling Sturnus vulgaris X X R
*Seasonal Status Symbols: R = permanent resident; WR = winter resident;
SR =·summer resident; M= migrant; V =·vagrant.
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PARULIDAE
Yellow-rumped warbler DendPoica coronata auduboni X X WR
PLOCEIDAE
House spa rrow Passer domestieus X X R
ICTERIDAE
Western meadowlark sturnelZa negleata X X R
Red-winged blackbird Agelaius phoeniceus X· X R
Tricolored blackbird A. -tricolor X R
Brewer1s blackbird EU'f'hagus cyanocephaZus X X R
Bu1lock 1s oriole Ict:erus buZZockii X ~~R
'FRINGILLIDAE
Purple finch Car)podac:!us puppupeus X X R
House finch c. mexicanus X X R
American goldfinch Spinus tristus X X R
Lesser goldfinch s. psal-tPia X R
Brown towhee Pif)i Zo fuscus X X R
Savannah sparrow PasseT'culus sandwichensis X R
Lark sparrow' Chondestes grammacus X SR
Dark-:-eyed junco JWlCO hyemaZis OT'eganus X X ~JR
Chipping sparrow Sp1~:ze lla passerina ·X R
White-crowned sparrow ZOYl,otrichia leu,cophrys X X R
Gol den-crowned spa rrow z. atricapiZZa X X ~lR
White-throated sparrow Z. albicoilis X WR
I
*Seasonal Status Symbols: R :: permanent resident; WR = winter resident;
SR =·summer resident; M= migrant; V = vagrant.
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FRINGILLIDAE (Cont. )
Fox sparrow PassereZZa iZiaca X X vJR
Song spa rrow MeZospiza meZodia X X R
*Seasonal Status Symbols: R =·permanent resident; WR = winter resident;
SR = ,summer resident; M= migrant; V =·vagrant.
SOURCE: Observations made by California Department of Fish and Game
Personnel ..
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WATER-ASSOCIATED AND RAPTORIAL BIRDS REGULARLY OCCURRING
IN NEARBY AREAS AND EXPECTED TO BE FOUND IN ESTEROS
AMERICANO AND DE SAN ANTONIO*
..
COnInon Name
PROCELLARIIDAE
Sooty Shearwater
ANATIDAE
B1 ack brant
Gre.ater scaup
SCOLOPACIDAE
Surfbird
Black turnstone
LARIDAE
Caspian tern
TYTONIDAE
Barn owl
HIRUNDINIDAE
Rough-winged swallow
TROGLODYTIDAE
Winter wren
PARULIDAE
Orange-crowne.d warbJ er
Wilson"s wa·rbler
Scientific Name
Puffinus gl-viseus
Branta nigricans
Aythya affinis
Aphriza virgata
Arenaria meZanocephaZa
Hydroprogne caspia
Tyto alba
steZgidopteryx puficollis
Troglodytes troglodytes
Vermivora ceZata
Wi'lsonia puai lLa
Regional
Seasonal
Status**
SR
WR
WR
WR
WR
M
M
M
WR
M
M
..
-
..
-
*Source: California Department of Fish and Game. May, 1975.
The Natural Resources of Bodega Harbor.
(Birds listed as uncommon or rare are not included.)
** SR summer resident; WR = winter resident; M= migrant.
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FISH OF ESTEROS AMERICANO AND de SAN ANTONIO
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CLUPEIDAE: herrings
CZupea harengus
Pacific herring
ENGRAULIDAE: anchovies
EngrauZis mordax
Northern anchovy
OSMERIDAE: smelts
Hypomesus pretioBuB
Surf smelt
BATRACHOIDIDAE: mid-
ship~an
Porichthys notatus
Pla;nfin midshipman
ATHERINIOAE: silversides
Atherinops affinis
Top smelt
Atherinopsis caZifor-
Jacksmelt niensis
Estero de
San Antonio
X
mouth-common
X
mouth-common
X
mouth,middle-
uncommon
X
mouth-common
Estero
Americana
x
x
x
x
x
Life History Notes
Inshore schooling species; spawns in inter- and
subtidal zones in winter, adhesive egg masses
adhereto eel grass, kelp, and other fixed ob-jects.
Marine brackish water, daylight spawning in
surf zone, May-October; eggs adhesive and stick
to sand grains, feed on small crustaceans
mainly.
Surface schooling species, spawns late winter
and spring, eggs adhere to kelp and other
plant life, feed mainly on planktonic crus-
taceans.
Inshore areas and bays.
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FISH OF ESTEROS AMERICANa AND de SAN ANTONIO
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I
N
Estero de
San Antonio
GASTEROSTEIDAE: stickle- X
backs
GasterosteuB aculeatua
Threespine stickleback all stat.1-12
common
SYNGNATHIDAE: pipefish X
Syngnathus leptorhyncus mouth-common;
Bay pipefish middle-less
common
Estero
Americano
x
x
Life History Notes
Anadromous, feed mainly on insects and crustaceans,
breeds in late spring and early SUMMer, male
builds nest and guards eggs until they hatch.
Lives in eel grass beds in bays, feeds on micro-
invertebrates; reproduce in spring, fertilized
eggs are brooded by male until 3/4 inch long;
COTTIDAE: sculpins
Scorpaenichthys marmo-
ratus
Cabezon
Leptocottus armatus
Staghorn sculpin
x
X
mouth-common;
middle-less
corrmon
x
Feeds on about 50% crabs and 50% mollusks and
fishes, spawn from Nov. to March, eggs are laid
in masses on cleared rocks, nest is guarded by
male.
Most common in shallow subtidal areas of the
outer coast, and in bays and estuaries,
spawning mainly between Oct. and April, crus-
taceans main food item.
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Estero de
San Antonio
EMBIOTOCIDAE: surfperches (cont.)
Phanerodon fu~catU8 X
White surfperch mouth-uncommon
CEBIDICHTHYIDAE: monkeyface-eels
CebidichthyB violaceUE~ X
Monkeyface-eel mouth-uncommon
11
~ PHOLIDIDAE: gunnels
PhoZia ornata
Saddleback gunnel
Apodichthys flaviduB
Penpoint gunnel
Estero
Americana
x
x
Life History Notes
Found from Baja California to British Columbia,
from surface to 150 feet.
From Baja to Crescent City, California; inter~
tidal to 80 feet.
Intertidal and shallow subtidal zones in areas
of mud bottom and eel grass, surf qrass, and sea-
weeds; feed on crustaceans and mollusks.
GOBIIDAE: gob1es
EucycZogobiu8 newbepryi
Tidewater goby
CZeveZandia ios
Arrow goby
X
1nner... abun-
dant
X
mouth-abundant
x
Shallow areas of bays, coastal river-mouth areas,
and in estuaries with low salinities.
Shallow areas of bays from the Gulf of California
to British Columbia.
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SCORPAENIDAE: scorpion-
fishes and rockfishes
Sebastes sp.
Rockfish
HEXAGRAM~1I DAE :
Ophiodon elongatus
Lingcod
PLEURONECTIDAE: right-eyed
flounders
Parophrys vetulus
English sole
Platichthys stellatus
Starry flounder
Estero de
San Antonio
X
mouth
X
mouth,middle-
abundant
Estero
Americano
x
x
x
x
Life History Notes
Adults near bottom, water depth and life cycle
varying with species; bear live young.
Juveniles in shallow bays and sand-mud bottoms;
adults surface to 1400 feet; juveniles feed
on crustaceans.
Bottom species-euryhaline; spawn Dec. and Jan~;
young feed on worms and small crustaceans,
adults on crabs, clams, and sand dollar; most
were parasitized by Caligus clemensi on the
underside.
Psettichthys melanostictus
Sand sole
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Scientific Name
Marsupialia: marsupials
Didelphis marsupialis
Insectivora: insectivores
Scapanus latimanus
Sorex trowbridgei
Chiroptera: bats
Antrozous pallidus
Eptesicus fuscus
Lasionycteris noctivagans
Lasiurus borealis
L.· cinereus
MYotis californicus
M. evotis
M. lucifugus
M • yumanensis
TadaridQ brasiliensis
Lagomorpha: rabbits
Lepus .californicUB
Sylvilagus bachmani
Rodentia: rodents
Citellus beecheyi
Microtus califomicus
Mus musculus
Neotoma fuscipes
Comrnon Name
Opossum
California mole
Trowbridge shrew
Pallid bat
Big brown bat
Silver-haired bat
Red bat
Hoary bat
California myotis
Long-eared myotis
Little brown myotis
Yuma myotis
Mexican freetail bat
Black-tailed jack rabbit
Brush rabbit
California ground squirrel
California vole
House mouse
Dusky-footed woodrat
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Occurrence
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Scientific Name
Rodentia (Continued)
Ondatra zibethica
PeromyscUB manicuZatus
Rattus norvegicus
Reithrodontomys megaZotis
Thomomys bottae
Carnivora: carnivores
Bassariscus astutus
Canis Zatrcrns
Felis coneoZor
Lutra canadensis
Lynx rufus
Mephitis mephitis
Muste la frenata
M. vison
Phoca vitulina
"PPocyon Zotop
SpiZogaZe putorius
Taxidea ta:z:u.s
Urocyan cinereoargenteus
Artiodactyla: hoofed mammals
OdocoiZeus hemionus
Common Name
Muskrat
Deer mouse
Norway rat
Western harvest mouse
Valley pocket gopher
Ringtail
Coyote
Mountain lion
River otter
Bobcat
Striped skunk
Long-tailed weasel
Mink
Harbor seal
Raccoon
Spotted skunk
Badger
Gray fox
Mule deer
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X
X
X
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l! Not observed in Marin Count,Y since 1940·5.
SOURCE: Arnold, J. 1976; Sample, S. 1976.
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Racer
Sharp-tailed snake
Western rattlesnake
Ringneck snake
Western skink
Northern alligator lizard
Southern alligator lizard
Corrmon kingsnake
Coast horned lizard
Gopher snake
Western fence lizard
Aquatic garter snake
Western terrestrial garter
snake
Red-sided garter snake
REPTILES
Chelonia: turtles and tortoises
CZerronys marrnorata Wes tern pond turtl e
Squamata: lizards and snakes
CoZuber constrictor
T. sirtalis infernalis
Contia tenuis
CrotaZus viridis
Diadophis punctatus
Eumeces skiZtonianus
Gerrhonotus coeruZeus
G. muZticarina:tus
LempropeZtis getuZus
Phrynosorna coronatum
Pituophis meZanoZeucus
SceZoporus occidentaZis
Thamnophis couchi aquatiaus
Thamnophis eZegans
-
-
-
,.
-
AMPHIBIANS
Caudata: salamanders
Aneides fZaviptULctatus
A:. Zugubris
Ba'trachoseps attenuatus
Ensatina eschscholtzi
Black salamander
Arboreal salamander X
California slender salamander X
Ensatina X
X
-
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Scientific Name Common Name
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Amphibians:Caudata (Cant.)
Tariaha granuZosa
T. torosa
Anura: frogs and toads
Bufo boreas
Rana aurora
J!.. boyZei
R. catesbeiana
HyZa regiZZa
Rough-skinned newt X
Ca 1i forni a newt X
Western toad X
Red-legged frog X
Fo-othill yellow-legged frog X
Bullfrog X
Pacific tree frog X
SOURCE: Brown, C.W. 1976; Cline~ Rand C Katoski.
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Estero de Estero Life History NotesSan Antonio Americano
PROTOZOA: single-celled animals
Zoothamniwn sp. inner
VorticelZa sp. inner
CNIDARIA: coelenterates
Hydrozoa: hydroids
Aglaophenia sp . mouth
.......
Tubularia sp. inner1
--t
Schyphozoa: true jellyfish
Ephyra stage mouth
PLATYHELMINTHES: flatworms
Turbellaria throughout
NEMERTEA: ribbon worms mouth, inner X
NEMATODA: roundworms throughout
ANNELIDA: segmented worms
Polychaeta: bristle worms
Unidentified species X
):::I
mouth,middle- "'UGZycera capitata -0uncommon Sandy mud to mud. (Ilz
a
.......
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INVERTEBRATES OF ESTEROS AMERICANO AND de SAN ANTONIO page 2 of 8
Estero de
San Antonio
Estero
Americano Life Hi story Notes
ANNELIDA: Polychaeta (Cont.)
Nephtys californiensis mouth-occasional
Neanthea limnicola middle-uncommon
StrebloBpio benedicti mouth-common
Polydora sp. middle-uncommon
Oligochaeta throughout
.........
I
N ARTHROPODA: arthropods
Crustacea: crustaceans
Cirripedia: barnacles
Balanus glandula mouth-common
ChthamaluB dalZi mouth
Ostracoda: ostracods throughout
Copepoda: copepods
TigriopuB sp. mouth, inner X
CaliguB clemensi mouth,middle-
common
Clean, sandy beaches.
Brackish-freshwater of estuaries and lagoons.
Mudflats of estuaries and tributaries.
On rocks or hard surfaces of high intertidal.
Associated with Balanus glandula on rocks.
Marine species; characteristic of higher tide
pools; often in high salinities.
Ectoparasite; on the underside of starry floun-
ders; up to 20 on a single fish 33 em long.
):::-
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INVERTEBRATES OF ESTEROS AMERICANO AND de SAN ANTONIO
Estero de
San Antonio
ARTHROPODA: Crustacea (Cont.)
Branchiura:ectoparasites on fish
ArguZus pugettensis uncommon
Estero
Americano Life History Notes
Three individuals parasitizing a striped surf-
perch (28.6 cm, preg. female)
Leptostraca: nebaliaceans
NebaZia pugettensis mouth-uncommon
........
I
W
Mysidacea: mysids
Neomysis mepoediB throughout-
abundant
x
In pools and/or associated with UZva, Entero-
morpha, and eel grass on mudflats .
Brackish water of bays, estuaries and sloughs;
important in the diet of striped bass and
possibly other fish in estero.
Isopoda: isopods
Idotea montereyensis
Idotea pesecata
Gnorimosphaeroma Zutea
Ligia occidentaZis
Rock louse
mouth-uncommon
mouth-abundant
throughout-common
mouth-common
Eel grass.
Eel grass.
Fresh and brackish water.
Rocky shore.
)::::-
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Estero de
San Antonio
ARTHROPODA: Crustacea: Decapoda (Cont.)
Reptantia: walking types
(~rabs)
Estero
Americano Life History Notes
I--f
I
(J1
Pugettia ppodueta
Kelp crab
Pagurus hipsutiuseuZus
Hennit crab
Pachygpapsus erasBipes
Green-Lined shore crab
Hemigpapsus opegonensis
Bay crab
Hemigpapsus nudus
Purple shore crab
Cancep antennariuB
Rock crab
Cancep ppoductus
Cancep magistep
Dungeness crab
mouth-uncommon
mouth,middle-
common
mouth-uncommon
mouth,middle-
abundant
mouth-uncommon
mouth-occasional
mouth-occasional
mouth-abundant
x
x
x
Low intertidal and sublittoral of protected
rocky coasts, on eel grass.
Among rocks, submerged pickleweed, eel grass beds.
In rocky areas of bays and outer coast, also
in burrows in salt marshes.
Crab found furthest inland in Estero de San
Antonio; intertidal of bays, under rocks over-
lying mud, also burrows in salt marshes.
Mid-intertidal of semi-protected bays and
rocky coasts.
Low intertidal rocks in sand; protected coasts
and bays; prey of great blue herons.
Under rocks in sand or mud on semi-protected
coast; prey of great blue herons.
Edible, market crab; juveniles form in nursery
areas; crabs in de San Antonio measures 76-
166 mm (av 110 mm); size ready to move to ocean
to attain legal size; prey of great blue herons.
)::t
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Estero de
San Antonio
Estero
Americana Life Hi story Notes
ARTHROPODA: Crustacea: Decapoda (Cont.)
Reptantia: (Cant.)
Upogebia pugettensis
Blue mud shrimp
PhyZZapZysia tayZori
Opisthobranchia: sea slugs
Hermissenda crassicornis
I-t
I
(J)
CalZianassa sp.
Ghost shrimp
MOLLUSCA: mollusks
Gastropoda: gastropods
Prosobranchia: snails,
NuceZZa emarginata
Lacuna marmorata
ColZiselZa digitalis
ColZiseZZa scabra
CoZZiseZZa ZimatuZa
1impets
mouth
mouth-occasional
mouth
mouth
middle
middle-rare
mouth-rare
x
x
Lower intertidal of bays; build U-shaped bur-
rows in mud-sand; associated with several
commensals.
Burrows in mud or sand of intertidal in bays;
associated with several commensals.
On rocks at upper tide level.
Intertidal on rocks, algae and surfgrass.
High intertidal on rocks, vertical surfaces.
High intertidal on rocks, horizontal surfaces.
In bays; feeds on coralline and other encrus-
ting red algae.
On eel grass ..
):::::a
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Estero de
San Antonio
Estero
Americano Life Hi story Notes
MOLLUSCA (Cont.)
Bivalvia: bivalves
Mytilus eduZis· mouth-corrmon
Bay mussel
Myti lus californianus mouth-uncommon
California mussel
.....-t CZinocardium nuttalli mouth-uncommonI
......., Basket or heart cockle
Ppotothaca staminea mouth-occasional
Common littleneck clam
Pisidiwn sp. inner-uncommon
Fingernail clam
Macoma secta mouth-occasional
Sand clam
Macoma nasuta mouth-uncommon
Bent-nosed clam
My a arenaria mouth-uncommon X
Softshell clam
Modiolus rectus mouth-uncommon
Straight horse mussel
On eel grass, wharf pilings, floats, docks and
rocks.
Exposed rocky intertidal and in bays on
pilings.
Intertidal to offshore in sandy areas of bays.
In sand of bays or outer coast rocks.
Freshwater clam occurring in springs, ponds,
or slow creeks.
Intertidal in sand in bays and offshore of
sandy beaches.
In intertidal mud-sand of bays and below surf
zone offshore.
Burrow to 30 cm deep in mud and sand of bays.
In low intertidal mud.
:b
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MOLLUSCA: Bivalvia (Cont.)
AduZa diegensis
Boring clam
HiateZZa arctica
Saxidomus sp.
Washington clam
ECTOPROCTA: bryozoans
Conopeum sp.
ECHINODERMATA: echinoderms
Asteroidea: sea stars
Pisaster ochraceus
Common sea star
Estero de
San Antonio
mouth-uncommon
mouth-uncommon
mouth-uncommon
inner-uncommon
mouth-occasional
Estero
Americano Life History Notes
Free-living on mudflats, associated with
MytiZus sp.
Attaches with byssus on pilings, in fouling,
in algal holdfasts and Mytilus beds; also
bores.
In bays and lagoons in mud or sand or on
outer coast rocks.
Encrusting on rocks and shells in bays and
brackish water.
Common predator of MytiZus californicus
beds.
Source: Daggett, 1972; Hare and Ho, 1973; Ricketts and Calvin, 1968; Studley, 1976.
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Order
Family
Genus species
Hemiptera (true bugs)
Miridae (leaf bugs)
Trigono-ty Zue sp.
Corixidae (Waterboatmen)
Trichocorixa reticulata
Sigara mckinstryi *
Coleoptera (beetles)
Chrysomelidae (leaf beetles)
Monoxia morosa
Staphylinidae (rove beetles)
LiparocephaZus
Diptera (true flies)
Tipulidae (crane flies)
Limonia marmorata
Culicidae (mosquitoes)
Aedes squamiger
A. dorsalis
Culex tarsalis
Chironomidae (midges)
Paraclunio slasken.sis
P. trilobatus
Saunderia (~JSmittia~ ==Carrrptocladi.usJ
marina
s. pacifica
rJ. c laV1:r.:JOPn1:.g
Habitat Designation
E
ME
E
E
M
E
E
ME
M
M
M
M
M
-
r
M= Found only in marine or strongly marine-influenced habitats in
the esterase
E Found only in estuarine habitats in the ~steros.
* Indicates those genera reported by Hydrozoology, 1975.
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Order
Family
Genus species
Diptera, Chironomidae (Continued)
Pseudosmittia sp.
Chironomus sp. *
PoZypediZum sp .. *
GZyptodentipes sp. *
Therevidae (stilleto flies)
PsiZocephaZa sp ..
Empididae (dance flies)
Dpapetis
Dolichopodidae (long-legged flies)
Aphrosylus praedator
A. wirthi
A. direptop
A. nigripennis
Hydrophorus innotatus
PeZastoneurus sp ..
Parasyntormon sp.
Coelopidae (kelp flies)
CoeZopa vanduzeei
Sphaeroceridae (small dung flies)
Coprorrryza sp.
Leptocera sp.
Tethinidae (Tethinid flies)
Neopelomyia rostrata
PelomyieZZa melanderi
Canaceidae (beach flies)
Canaceoides nudatas
Canace aldrichi
Habitat Designation
E
E
E
E
E
E
M
M
M
M
E
E
E
M
ME
ME
ME
.E
M
E
-
-
..
-
M= Found only in marine or strongly marine-influenced habitats in
the esteros.
E = Found only in estuarine habitats in the esterase
* Indicates those genera reported by Hydrozoology, 1975.
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Fami ly
Genus species
Diptera (Continued)
Ephydridae (shore flies)
Ephydra sp.
LamproscateZZa quadrisetosa
Scate ZZa sp.
NeoscateZla sp.
NotiphiZa sp.
Anthomyiidae (Anthomyiid flies)
Fucellia sp-
Habitat Designation
ME
ME
E
E
E
M
-
-
M= Found only in marine or strongly marine-influenced habitats in
the esteros.
E = Found only in estuarine habitats in the esterase
* Indicates those genera reported by Hydrozoology, 1975.
Note: Hydrozoology also reports the genera Procladius and Calopsectra.
However, because there are no known prior California records of
either, they are not included in this list.
SOURCE: Petersen~ 1972-1976; Petersen, 1976~ Hydrozoology, 1975.
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